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Local Control and Accountability Plan and Annual Update 

Introduction: 
LEA: Iftin Charter SchoolContact:  Ali Hori, Director hori@iftincharter.org  (619) 465-2411       LCAP Year: 2015-16 
 
The Local Control and Accountability Plan (LCAP) and Annual Update Template shall be used to provide details regarding local educational 
agencies’ (LEAs) actions and expenditures to support pupil outcomes and overall performance pursuant to Education Code sections 52060, 52066, 
47605, 47605.5, and 47606.5. The LCAP and Annual Update Template must be completed by all LEAs each year. 
For school districts, pursuant to Education Code section 52060, the LCAP must describe, for the school district and each school within the district, 
goals and specific actions to achieve those goals for all pupils and each subgroup of pupils identified in Education Code section 52052, including 
pupils with disabilities, for each of the state priorities and any locally identified priorities. 

For county offices of education, pursuant to Education Code section 52066, the LCAP must describe, for each county office of education-operated 
school and program, goals and specific actions to achieve those goals for all pupils and each subgroup of pupils identified in Education Code 
section 52052, including pupils with disabilities, who are funded through the county office of education Local Control Funding Formula as 
identified in Education Code section 2574 (pupils attending juvenile court schools, on probation or parole, or mandatorily expelled) for each of the 
state priorities and any locally identified priorities. School districts and county offices of education may additionally coordinate and describe in 
their LCAPs services provided to pupils funded by a school district but attending county-operated schools and programs, including special 
education programs.  

Charter schools, pursuant to Education Code sections 47605, 47605.5, and 47606.5, must describe goals and specific actions to achieve those 
goals for all pupils and each subgroup of pupils identified in Education Code section 52052, including pupils with disabilities, for each of the state 
priorities as applicable and any locally identified priorities. For charter schools, the inclusion and description of goals for state priorities in the 
LCAP may be modified to meet the grade levels served and the nature of the programs provided, including modifications to reflect only the 
statutory requirements explicitly applicable to charter schools in the Education Code. 

The LCAP is intended to be a comprehensive planning tool. Accordingly, in developing goals, specific actions, and expenditures, LEAs should 
carefully consider how to reflect the services and related expenses for their basic instructional program in relationship to the state priorities. LEAs 
may reference and describe actions and expenditures in other plans and funded by a variety of other fund sources when detailing goals, actions, 
and expenditures related to the state and local priorities. LCAPs must be consistent with school plans submitted pursuant to Education Code 
section 64001. The information contained in the LCAP, or annual update, may be supplemented by information contained in other plans 
(including the LEA plan pursuant to Section 1112 of Subpart 1 of Part A of Title I of Public Law 107-110) that are incorporated or referenced as 
relevant in this document.  

For each section of the template, LEAs shall comply with instructions and should use the guiding questions as prompts (but not limits) for 
completing the information as required by statute. Guiding questions do not require separate narrative responses. However, the narrative 
response and goals and actions should demonstrate each guiding question was considered during the development of the plan. Data referenced 

mailto:hori@iftincharter.org
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in the LCAP must be consistent with the school accountability report card where appropriate. LEAs may resize pages or attach additional pages as 
necessary to facilitate completion of the LCAP 

State Priorities: The state priorities listed in Education Code sections 52060 and 52066 can be categorized as specified below for planning 
purposes, however, school districts and county offices of education must address each of the state priorities in their LCAP. Charter schools must 
address the priorities in Education Code section 52060(d) that apply to the grade levels served, or the nature of the program operated, by the 
charter school. 

A. Conditions of Learning:  

Basic: degree to which teachers are appropriately assigned pursuant to Education Code section 44258.9, and fully credentialed in the subject 
areas and for the pupils they are teaching; pupils have access to standards-aligned instructional materials pursuant to Education Code section 
60119; and school facilities are maintained in good repair pursuant to Education Code section 17002(d). (Priority 1) 

Implementation of State Standards: implementation of academic content and performance standards and English language development 
standards adopted by the state board for all pupils, including English learners. (Priority 2) 

Course access: pupil enrollment in a broad course of study that includes all of the subject areas described in Education Code section 51210 and 
subdivisions (a) to (i), inclusive, of Section 51220, as applicable. (Priority 7) 

Expelled pupils (for county offices of education only): coordination of instruction of expelled pupils pursuant to Education Code section 48926. 
(Priority 9) 

Foster youth (for county offices of education only): coordination of services, including working with the county child welfare agency to share 
information, responding to the needs of the juvenile court system, and ensuring transfer of health and education records. (Priority 10) 

B. Pupil Outcomes:  

Pupil achievement: performance on standardized tests, score on Academic Performance Index, share of pupils that are college and career ready, 
share of English learners that become English proficient, English learner reclassification rate, share of pupils that pass Advanced Placement 
exams with 3 or higher, share of pupils determined prepared for college by the Early Assessment Program. (Priority 4) 

Other pupil outcomes: pupil outcomes in the subject areas described in Education Code section 51210 and subdivisions (a) to (i), inclusive, of 
Education Code section 51220, as applicable. (Priority 8)   

C. Engagement:  

Parental involvement: efforts to seek parent input in decision making at the district and each schoolsite, promotion of parent participation in 
programs for unduplicated pupils and special need subgroups. (Priority 3) 

Pupil engagement: school attendance rates, chronic absenteeism rates, middle school dropout rates, high school dropout rates, high school 
graduations rates. (Priority 5) 
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School climate: pupil suspension rates, pupil expulsion rates, other local measures including surveys of pupils, parents and teachers on the sense 
of safety and school connectedness. (Priority 6) 

 

Section 1: Stakeholder Engagement 

 

Meaningful engagement of parents, pupils, and other stakeholders, including those representing the subgroups identified in Education Code 
section 52052, is critical to the LCAP and budget process. Education Code sections 52060(g), 52062 and 52063 specify the minimum requirements 
for school districts; Education Code sections 52066(g), 52068 and 52069 specify the minimum requirements for county offices of education, and 
Education Code section 47606.5 specifies the minimum requirements for charter schools. In addition, Education Code section 48985 specifies the 
requirements for translation of documents. 

Instructions: Describe the process used to consult with parents, pupils, school personnel, local bargaining units as applicable, and the 
community and how this consultation contributed to development of the LCAP or annual update. Note that the LEA’s goals, actions, services and 
expenditures related to the state priority of parental involvement are to 
be described separately in Section 2. In the annual update boxes, describe the stakeholder involvement process for the review, and describe its 
impact on, the development of the annual update to LCAP goals, actions, services, and expenditures. 

Guiding Questions: 
1) How have applicable stakeholders (e.g., parents and pupils, including parents of unduplicated pupils and unduplicated pupils identified 

in Education Code section 42238.01; community members; local bargaining units; LEA personnel; county child welfare agencies; county 
office of education foster youth services programs, court-appointed special advocates, and other foster youth stakeholders; community 
organizations representing English learners; and others as appropriate) been engaged and involved in developing, reviewing, and 
supporting implementation of the LCAP?  

2) How have stakeholders been included in the LEA’s process in a timely manner to allow for engagement in the development of the LCAP? 
3) What information (e.g., quantitative and qualitative data/metrics) was made available to stakeholders related to the state priorities and 

used by the LEA to inform the LCAP goal setting process? How was the information made available? 
4)  What changes, if any, were made in the LCAP prior to adoption as a result of written comments or other feedback received by the LEA 

through any of the LEA’s engagement processes? 
5) What specific actions were taken to meet statutory requirements for stakeholder engagement pursuant to Education Code sections 

52062, 52068, and 47606.5, including engagement with representatives of parents and guardians of pupils identified in Education Code 
section 42238.01? 

6) What specific actions were taken to consult with pupils to meet the requirements 5 CCR 15495(a)? 
7) How has stakeholder involvement been continued and supported? How has the involvement of these stakeholders supported improved 

outcomes for pupils, including unduplicated pupils, related to the state priorities? 
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Involvement Process Impact on LCAP  

Iftin charter school has provided numerous forums to significantly involve 
community members, parents, local bargaining units, school staff members, 
and other stakeholders in the efforts of the development of our LCAP process. 
School staff, parents and community members have actively engaged in the 
development of Iftin charter school (ICS) LCAP in the following manner: 
School Year 2013-14: 

I. January-May -ICS conducted LCAP surveys to school staff and parents as well 
as monthly parent forums to discuss LCAP and state priorities.  

II. March 21- ICS held school-wide professional development that detailed the 8 
priorities of LCAP, LCCF and the process of LCAP development. School staff 
provided feedback on the 8 LCAP priorities.  

III. March 28- ICS Board conducted public meeting to discuss LCCF, LCAP and 8 
state priorities.  

IV. April-May -School administered surveys to the parents of ELL students who 
provided additional feedback to identify how to meet the needs of these 
particular students.  

V. May 23 & 30 –Parent meetings were held to finalize parents’ input and 
feedback for the final draft of our LCAP.  

VI. June 12 -ICS presented draft of LCAP to the staff, parents and community 
members. Public was provided additional venue to offer input and feedback.  

VII. June 2014, a draft and then a final copy was posted on the school’s website 
for further parent and staff input.  

VIII. June 24-the final copy of LCCF, LCAP was submitted via email to the ICS Board 
of Directors for review and final approval on June 27, 2014.  
2. ICS has provided monthly opportunities to involve all stakeholders in the 
development of the LCAP. 
3. ICS has conducted LCAP surveys for parents, school staff and community 
members with open-ended questions as a way of soliciting data. 
4. ICS has studied all the feedback during the development of the LCAP. 
Because of such processes, ICS has recognized the need to hold more parent-
staff meetings (monthly with a theme for each month), increase parent-

 Input from community, parent and staff meetings was catalyst for ICS in 
identifying common fundamental themes, which are essential for reaching 8 
state priorities goals as follows: 

 Preparing all teachers to teach academic language and challenging 
content to all students, including English language learners.  

 Increasing communication with and training for parents, especially 
parents of ELLs and low-income students.  

 Expanding of extended learning opportunities for underperforming, 
newcomer and ELL students (after-school, intervention and summer 
school programs).  

 Providing high-quality instruction for ELLs.  

 Acquiring Common Core State Standards aligned instructional 
 materials in ELA, Math and ELD curricula.  

 Increasing social and emotional learning support staff in order to 
keep and create a safe, nurturing and loving-kind environment.  

 Providing effective teacher support through on-going professional 
development and teacher trainings as well as effective evaluation 
with timely constructive feedback.  

 Collaborating with school support personnel and community- based 
human resources in order to address the multiple needs of all 
students including foster youth, ELL students and special ed. 
students. 

The LCFF goals reflect the feedback obtained from contributors and student 
data, and are entwined to the academic data and necessities of our students. 
Those investments are further specified in ensuing pages: 

 Student engagement and motivation  

 Teaching quality  

 Parental support and engagement  

 Social and emotional learning  

 School climate and discipline policies  
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school communications and provide more parent trainings in understanding  
Common Core State Standards and ELL needs. 

 Focus on Elementary Foundational needs 

 Focus on Middle School English Language Arts and  Math 

 

Annual Update (June 2015):  For the School Year 2014-15, the following 
GUIDING QUESTIONS (listed above) were addressed as follows:  
 
Guiding Questions 1 & 2:  
Iftin’s stakeholders have been engaged and involved in developing, reviewing, 
and supporting implementation of the LCAP.  However, since this was our first 
year of implementing the LCAP, we discovered that prior planning for such 
engagement must be calendared much more in advance (from the beginning 
of each year) in order to provide a timelier manner schedule to allow for 
engagement in the development of the LCAP. 
 

IX. School Year 2013-14: 
Aug. 25 - Teacher Prep Week- Reviewed LCAP Goals with staff 
May 18 – Email to all teachers with LCAP Staff/Community Input  
May 20 - LCAP Staff/Community Input Form -posted on Iftin’s 
website:(iftincharter.org) 
May 22 - Teachers -LCAP Staff/Community Input submitted 
May 27 - Parent Meeting (8:30 am) -LCAP Community Input  
May 29 – Iftin Board Meeting (5:30 pm) – Public Hearing for LCAP 
June 29– Submitted 2nd year of 3 yr. plan - LCAP (2014-2017) to SDUSD 
 
Guiding Questions 3:  
Quantitative and qualitative data (metrics) was made available to 
stakeholders related to the state priorities and used by the LEA to inform the 
LCAP goal setting process by posting the LCAP draft on the school’s website, 
sharing and asking for parent input in Parent Monthly meetings and sharing 
information with Iftin’s school board.  

Annual Update (June 2015):  
 
The Iftin stakeholders have been informed that the LCAP for 2014-15 was 
the baseline year and that our future planning would need to consider the 
data gathered from each goal in order to ensure that all the elements for 
each goal are addressed appropriately. Additionally, due to budgetary 
constraints, there are some actions and services that stakeholders would 
like to incorporate when funds become available.  Such actions include, but 
not limited to, the following: 
 

 Purchase of more leveled readers 

 

 Staffing (additional positions or increase of working hours) for: 

-Peer Coaches 

-Counselor 

-Campus Supervisors 

-Custodians 

-Instructional Assistants 

-Office Staff 

 

 Technology  

-Replenish and upgrade current hardware 

 Purchase of mobile devices for all students 

 Facilities Upgrades, Expansions and Maintenance 

 Portable for additional classroom 
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Guiding Questions 4 & 5:  
Regarding changes made in the LCAP prior to adoption as a result of written 
comments or other feedback received by the LEA through any of the LEA’s 
engagement processes, we discovered that a committee should be formed in 
order to compile input from all stakeholders and tally input in order to 
determine weight of the input (if one person or several persons voted for a 
particular change).  The challenge is to we make modifications based on 1 or 2 
persons’ input or do we try to gather more input in specific areas of concern.  
Guiding Question 6: 
Iftin recognized that we need to take specific actions to consult with pupils to 
meet the requirements 5 CCR 15495(a).  A process to all pupil input will be 
identified during the school year of 2015-16. 
 
Guiding Question 7: 
Since this is the end of the first year of LCAP, it is too early to determine if the 
involvement of stakeholders has supported improved outcomes for pupils. 
However, Iftin will continue to track actions and support stakeholders’ input to 
determine any effects or patterns. 

  Remodeling classrooms for additional testing space 

Based on Guiding Questions, Iftin’s LCAP would need to address the 
following:  
 

 An LCAP calendar of events prepared at the beginning of each school 

year in order to provide ample time (a more timely manner) for 

stakeholders’ input 

 Data (metrics) need to be made available to stakeholders as soon as data 
becomes available in order better inform stakeholder 

 

  An LCAP INPUT COMMITTEE needs to be established in order to track 
and prioritize stakeholders’ input 

 

 Iftin will establish a process to consult with pupils as per the 
requirements 5 CCR 15495(a).   

 
 

 
 
 

Section 2: Goals, Actions, Expenditures, and Progress Indicators 

Instructions:  

All LEAs must complete the LCAP and Annual Update Template each year. The LCAP is a three-year plan for the upcoming school year and the 
two years that follow. In this way, the program and goals contained in the LCAP align with the term of a school district and county office of 
education budget and multiyear budget projections. The Annual Update section of the template reviews progress made for each stated goal in 
the school year that is coming to a close, assesses the effectiveness of actions and services provided, and describes the changes made in the 
LCAP for the next three years that are based on this review and assessment. Charter schools may adjust the table below to align with the term of 
the charter school’s budget that is submitted to the school’s authorizer pursuant to Education Code section 47604.33. 

For school districts, Education Code sections 52060 and 52061, for county offices of education, Education Code sections 52066 and 52067, and 

for charter schools, Education Code section 47606.5 require(s) the LCAP to include a description of the annual goals, for all pupils and each 

subgroup of pupils, to be achieved for each state priority as defined in 5 CCR 15495(i) and any local priorities; a description of the specific actions 
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an LEA will take to meet the identified goals; a description of the expenditures required to implement the specific actions; and an annual update 

to include a review of progress towards the goals and describe any changes to the goals.  

To facilitate alignment between the LCAP and school plans, the LCAP shall identify and incorporate school-specific goals related to the state and 
local priorities from the school plans submitted pursuant to Education Code section 64001. Furthermore, the LCAP should be shared with, and 
input requested from, schoolsite-level advisory groups, as applicable (e.g., schoolsite councils, English Learner Advisory Councils, pupil advisory 
groups, etc.) to facilitate alignment between school-site and district-level goals and actions. An LEA may incorporate or reference actions 
described in other plans that are being undertaken to meet the goal.  
Using the following instructions and guiding questions, complete a goal table (see below) for each of the LEA’s goals. Duplicate and expand the 

fields as necessary. 

Goal: Describe the goal: When completing the goal tables, include goals for all pupils and specific goals for schoolsites and specific subgroups, 
including pupils with disabilities, both at the LEA level and, where applicable, at the schoolsite level. The LEA may identify which schoolsites and 
subgroups have the same goals, and group and describe those goals together. The LEA may also indicate those goals that are not applicable to a 
specific subgroup or schoolsite. 

Related State and/or Local Priorities: Identify the state and/or local priorities addressed by the goal by placing a check mark next to the 
applicable priority or priorities. The LCAP must include goals that address each of the state priorities, as defined in 5 CCR 15495(i), and any 
additional local priorities; however, one goal may address multiple priorities. 

Identified Need: Describe the need(s) identified by the LEA that this goal addresses, including a description of the supporting data used to 
identify the need(s).  

Schools: Identify the schoolsites to which the goal applies. LEAs may indicate “all” for all schools, specify an individual school or a subset of 
schools, or specify grade spans (e.g., all high schools or grades K-5).  

Applicable Pupil Subgroups: Identify the pupil subgroups as defined in Education Code section 52052 to which the goal applies, or indicate “all” 
for all pupils.  

Expected Annual Measurable Outcomes: For each LCAP year, identify and describe specific expected measurable outcomes for all pupils using, 
at minimum, the applicable required metrics for the related state priorities. Where applicable, include descriptions of specific expected 
measurable outcomes for schoolsites and specific subgroups, including pupils with disabilities, both at the LEA level and at the schoolsite level. 
The metrics used to describe the expected measurable outcomes may be quantitative or qualitative, although the goal tables must address all 
required metrics for every state priority in each LCAP year. The required metrics are the specified measures and objectives for each state priority 
as set forth in Education Code sections 52060(d) and 52066(d). For the pupil engagement priority metrics, LEAs must calculate the rates specified 
in Education Code sections 52060(d)(5)(B), (C), (D) and (E) as described in the Local Control Accountability Plan and Annual Update Template 
Appendix, sections (a) through (d).  

Actions/Services: For each LCAP year, identify all annual actions to be performed and services provided to meet the described goal. Actions may 
describe a group of services that are implemented to achieve the identified goal. 
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Scope of Service: Describe the scope of each action/service by identifying the schoolsites covered. LEAs may indicate “all” for all schools, specify 
an individual school or a subset of schools, or specify grade spans (e.g., all high schools or grades K-5). If supplemental and concentration funds 
are used to support the action/service, the LEA must identify if the scope of service is districtwide, schoolwide, countywide, or charterwide.   

Pupils to be served within identified scope of service: For each action/service, identify the pupils to be served within the identified scope of 
service. If the action to be performed or the service to be provided is for all pupils, place a check mark next to “ALL.” For each action and/or 
service to be provided above what is being provided for all pupils, place a check mark next to the applicable unduplicated pupil subgroup(s) 
and/or other pupil subgroup(s) that will benefit from the additional action, and/or will receive the additional service. Identify, as applicable, 
additional actions and services for unduplicated pupil subgroup(s) as defined in Education Code section 42238.01, pupils redesignated fluent 
English proficient, and/or pupils subgroup(s) as defined in Ed Code section 52052. 

Budgeted Expenditures: For each action/service, list and describe budgeted expenditures for each school year to implement these actions, 
including where those expenditures can be found in the LEA’s budget. The LEA must reference all fund sources for each proposed expenditure. 
Expenditures must be classified using the California School Accounting Manual as required by Education Code sections 52061, 52067, and 
47606.5. 

Guiding Questions: 
1) What are the LEA’s goal(s) to address state priorities related to “Conditions of Learning”? 
2) What are the LEA’s goal(s) to address state priorities related to “Pupil Outcomes”?  
3) What are the LEA’s goal(s) to address state priorities related to parent and pupil “Engagement” (e.g., parent involvement, pupil engagement 
      & School climate)? 
4) What are the LEA’s goal(s) to address any locally identified priorities?  
5) How have the unique needs of individual schoolsites been evaluated to inform the development of meaningful district and/or individual? 
      Schoolsite goals (e.g., input from site level advisory groups, staff, parents, community, pupils; review of school level plans; in-depth school  
       level data analysis, etc.)?  
6) What are the unique goals for unduplicated pupils as defined in Education Code sections 42238.01 and subgroups as defined in section 52052 
     that are different from the LEA’s goals for all pupils? 
7) What are the specific expected measurable outcomes associated with each of the goals annually and over the term of the LCAP? 
8) What information (e.g., quantitative and qualitative data/metrics) was considered/reviewed to develop goals to address each state or local 
    priority? 
9) What information was considered/reviewed for individual schoolsites? 
10) What information was considered/reviewed for subgroups identified in Education Code section 52052? 
11) What actions/services will be provided to all pupils, to subgroups of pupils identified pursuant to Education Code section 52052, to specific 
       schoolsites, to  English learners, to low-income pupils, and/or to foster youth to achieve goals identified in the LCAP? 
12) How do these actions/services link to identified goals and expected measurable outcomes?  
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GOAL 1 All students will meet/exceed expectations in 1) English Language Arts & Math; 2) Science 
and History/Social Studies; 3) Physical Education as defined by the Common Core State 
Standards and progress made in 4) API; 5) EL Proficiency Rates and 6) EL Reclassification 
Rates. 

Related State and/or Local  Priorities 
1__2_X_3__4_X_5__6__7__8_X_ 

CDE only 9_10_ Local: Specify_____ 

Identified 
Need: 

After reviewing actions and services from Goal 1 from last year, the following needs were identified: 
1) Use this year’s BASELINE scores from California Assessment of Student Performance Progress (CAASPP) standardized test results for 
grades 3-8 to determine Annual Measurement of Achievement Outcomes (AMAO) to show progress toward proficiency for the subsequent 
years.  It should be noted that ICS will continue to use DataDirector assessments that are criterion-based for monitoring progress and 
modifying instruction. Recommendation made to modify Goal 1 to include:  “Percent of students scoring proficient according to the CAASPP 
will increase by 5%.” 
2) The 5th & 7th grade Science teachers and the 8th grade History/Social Science teachers will administer the CST state standardized 
assessments in order to gather appropriate data for BASELINE and then recommend goal: “Percent of students scoring proficient according 
to the CAASPP will increase by 5%.” 
3) The FITNESSGRAM assessment results will be recorded in order to make appropriate comparisons of 7th grade assessments to 2 previous 
years when 7th grade students were in the 5th grade. Recommend PE goal:  “Percent of students needing improvement in the 6 areas of 
physical fitness according to the FITNESSGRAM will decrease by 2%.” 
4) Metrics for EL students in Goal 1 should be Title III school results and should include: “At least 40% of ELS will make progress on the 
CELDT (AMAO 1)”.   
5) Clear and specific expectations need to be established in order to monitor implementation of SDAIE and ELD instructional strategies by 
all teachers to support EL students.  
6) Metrics to measure progress of NewComers needs to be determined and a daily schedule of students’ names, grades & teachers will 
serve as evidence of actions taken as well as assessments administered that can reflect student progress.  
7) Recommendation:  Reclassification of ELs to Fluent English Proficient will increase by 2% each year.  
8) Support for Foster Youth needs to be identified. Recommend: Mentors for all foster youths will be identified in order to support and track 
educational progress of foster youths as well as support Foster youths in middle grades with their end-of-year Student Exhibitions.  

Goal Applies 
to: 

Schools: School-wide K-8 

Applicable Pupil Subgroups All subgroups 

Year 1  (Goal 1)                                                              LCAP Year 1: 2015-16 
Expected 
Annual 
Measurable 
Outcomes:  
 
(Metrics ONLY) 

1) The CAASPP will determine at least 5% growth toward proficiency in for gr. 3-8 students in ELA & Math.  
2) The CST standardized test for Science (grade 5 & 8 students) and History (grade 8 students) will determine at least 5% growth toward 
proficiency in Science and History/Social Science.  
3) The FITNESSGRAM will be administered to all grades 5 & 7 students and will compare the current 7th grade students to their own scores 
when they were in grade 5, showing 2% less of needed improvement in the 6 areas of physical fitness.  
4) The state’s Academic Progress Index (API), if available, will be used to meet the annual API Growth Target. 
5) ELs will make progress on the CELDT and meet the state AMAO 1 and AMAO 2 as per Title III assessments for English Learners.  
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6) The California Reclassification Criteria will be used to reclassify eligible EL students showing an increase of 2%.  
7) All Special Education students will show progress of 2% growth toward meeting their IEP annual goals.  
 

 
Actions/Services 

Scope     
of 

Service 

 
Pupils to be served within identified scope of 
service 

Budgeted 
Expenditures 

1) ELA & Math: All gr. 3-8 students will show at least 5% growth toward 
proficiency in ELA & 5% growth in Math as per CAASPP.  
 

School-
wide 

_X_ALL OR: Low income pupils _English 
Learners_Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent 
English proficient_Other Subgroups: Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

2) Science and History/Social Science: All gr. 5 & 8 students will show at least 
5% growth toward proficiency in Science and all Gr. 8 students will show 5% 
growth toward proficiency in History. 

School-
wide 

_X_ALL OR: Low income pupils _English 
Learners_Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent 
English proficient_Other Subgroups: Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

3) P.E.: All 7th gr. students will show 2% less needed improvement in the 6 
areas of physical fitness as compared to their 5th gr. state’s FITNESSGRAM 
assessment of 2 previous years.  

School-
wide 

_X_ALL OR: Low income pupils _English 
Learners_Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent 
English proficient_Other Subgroups: Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

4) API: if available by the state, Iftin will continue to monitor API and expect 
our school to meet the annual API Growth Target as required by the CA State 
Board of Education. 

School-
wide 

_X_ALL OR: Low income pupils _English 
Learners_Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent 
English proficient_Other Subgroups: Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

5) EL Proficiency Rates: EL students will meet the AMAO 1, 2 & 3 required by 
Title III (indicating EL students will advance at least one language proficiency 
level each year as per the CELDT. 

School-
wide 

__ALL OR: Low income pupils X English 
Learners_Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent 
English proficient_Other Subgroups: Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

6) EL Reclassification Rates: All eligible ELs (grades 4-8) will be reclassified to 
Fluent English Proficient at the rate of at least 2% increase from previous year. 

School-
wide 

__ALL OR: Low income pupils _English 
Learners_Foster Youth XRedesignated fluent 
English proficient_Other Subgroups: Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

7) Clear & specific expectations will be established in order to monitor 
implementation of SDAIE/ELD instructional strategies by all teachers to 
support EL students. 

 __ALL OR: Low income pupils  X_English 
Learners_Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent 
English proficient_Other Subgroups: Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 
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8) Metrics to measure progress of NewComers will be created & a daily 
schedule of services will serve as evidence of actions taken as well as 
assessments administered that can reflect student progress.  

 __ALL OR: Low income pupils X_English 
Learners_Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent 
English proficient_Other Subgroups: Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

9) All Special Education students will show progress of 2% growth toward 
meeting their IEP annual goals. 
 

School-
wide 

_ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners 
_Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent English 
proficient_Other Subgroups:Specify) X Special Ed.  

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

10) All K-8 students will be assessed using the Diagnostic Reading Assessment 
(DRA for K-3) and Accelerated Reader (AR for 4-8) to their determine 
independent and instructional reading levels and allow teachers as well as 
students to monitor their reading progress. 

School-
wide 

_x_ALL OR: Low income pupils _English 
Learners_Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent 
English proficient_Other Subgroups: Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

11) Mentors for all foster youths will be identified in order to support and 
track educational progress of foster youths as well as support Foster youths in 
middle grades with their end-of-year Student Exhibitions. 

 _ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners_ 
X Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent English 
proficient_Other Subgroups: Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

 
 
 
 
 

Year 2  (Goal 1)                                                                     LCAP Year 2: 2016-17 
Expected Annual 
Measurable 
Outcomes:  
 
(Metrics ONLY) 

1) The CAASPP will determine at least 5% growth toward proficiency in for gr. 3-8 students in ELA & Math.  
2) The CST standardized test for Science (grade 5 & 8 students) and History (grade 8 students) will determine at least 5% growth toward 
proficiency in Science and History/Social Science.  
3) The FITNESSGRAM will be administered to all grades 5 & 7 students and will compare the current 7th grade students to their own scores 
when they were in grade 5, showing 2% less of needed improvement in the 6 areas of physical fitness.  
4) The state’s Academic Progress Index (API), if available, will be used to meet the annual API Growth Target. 
5) ELs will make progress on the CELDT and meet the state AMAO 1 and AMAO 2 as per Title III assessments for English Learners.  
6) The California Reclassification Criteria will be used to reclassify eligible EL students showing an increase of 2%.  
7) All Special Education students will show progress of 2% growth toward meeting their IEP annual goals.  

 
Actions/Services 

Scope 
of 

Service 

Pupils to be served within identified scope of service Budgeted 
Expenditures 
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1) ELA & Math: All gr. 3-8 students will show at least 5% growth toward 
proficiency in ELA & 5% growth in Math as per CAASPP.  
 

School-
wide 

_X_ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners 
_Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent English 
proficient_Other Subgroups: Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

2) Science and History/Social Science: All gr. 5 & 8 students will show at 
least 5% growth toward proficiency in Science and all Gr. 8 students will 
show 5% growth toward proficiency in History. 

School-
wide 

_X_ALL OR: Low income pupils _English 
Learners_Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent English 
proficient_Other Subgroups: Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

3) P.E.: All 7th gr. students will show 2% less needed improvement in the 6 
areas of physical fitness as compared to their 5th gr. state’s FITNESSGRAM 
assessment of 2 previous years.  

School-
wide 

_X_ALL OR: Low income pupils _English 
Learners_Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent English 
proficient_Other Subgroups: Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

4) API: if available by the state, Iftin will continue to monitor API and 
expect our school to meet the annual API Growth Target as required by 
the CA State Board of Education. 

School-
wide 

_X_ALL OR: Low income pupils _English 
Learners_Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent English 
proficient_Other Subgroups: Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

5) EL Proficiency Rates: EL students will meet the AMAO 1, 2 & 3 required 
by Title III (indicating EL students will advance at least one language 
proficiency level each year as per the CELDT. 

School-
wide 

 _ALL OR: Low income pupils X English 
Learners_Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent English 
proficient_Other Subgroups: Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

6) EL Reclassification Rates: All eligible ELs (grades 4-8) will be reclassified 
to Fluent English Proficient at the rate of at least 2% increase from 
previous year. 

School-
wide 

_ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners_Foster 
Youth X Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other 
Subgroups: Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

7) Clear & specific expectations will be established in order to monitor 
implementation of SDAIE/ELD instructional strategies by all teachers to 
support EL students. 

  _ALL OR: Low income pupils X English 
Learners_Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent English 
proficient_Other Subgroups: Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

8) Metrics to measure progress of NewComers will be created & a daily 
schedule of services will serve as evidence of actions taken as well as 
assessments administered that can reflect student progress.  

  _ALL OR: Low income pupils X English 
Learners_Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent English 
proficient_Other Subgroups: Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

9) All Special Education students will show progress of 2% growth toward 
meeting their IEP annual goals. 
 

School-
wide 

X_ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners 
_Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent English 
proficient_Other Subgroups:Specify) X Special Ed.  

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 
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10) All K-8 students will be assessed using the Diagnostic Reading 
Assessment (DRA for K-3) and Accelerated Reader (AR for 4-8) to their 
determine independent and instructional reading levels and allow 
teachers as well as students to monitor their reading progress. 

School-
wide 

_x_ALL OR: Low income pupils _English 
Learners_Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent English 
proficient_Other Subgroups: Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

11) Mentors for all foster youths will be identified in order to support and 
track educational progress of foster youths as well as support Foster 
youths in middle grades with their end-of-year Student Exhibitions. 

 _ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners_ 
X Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent English 
proficient_Other Subgroups: Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

 
 
 

Year 3 (Goal 1)                                                  LCAP Year 3: 2017-18 
Expected Annual 
Measurable 
Outcomes:  

1) The CAASPP will determine at least 5% growth toward proficiency in for gr. 3-8 students in ELA & Math.  
2) The CST standardized test for Science (grade 5 & 8 students) and History (grade 8 students) will determine at least 5% growth toward 
proficiency in Science and History/Social Science.  
3) The FITNESSGRAM will be administered to all grades 5 & 7 students and will compare the current 7th grade students to their own scores 
when they were in grade 5, showing 2% less of needed improvement in the 6 areas of physical fitness.  
4) The state’s Academic Progress Index (API), if available, will be used to meet the annual API Growth Target. 
5) ELs will make progress on the CELDT and meet the state AMAO 1 and AMAO 2 as per Title III assessments for English Learners.  
6) The California Reclassification Criteria will be used to reclassify eligible EL students showing an increase of 2%.  
7) All Special Education students will show progress of 2% growth toward meeting their IEP annual goals.  

 
Actions/Services 

Scope 
of 

Service 

 
Pupils to be served within identified scope of service 

Budgeted 
Expenditures 

1) ELA & Math: All gr. 3-8 students will show at least 5% growth toward 
proficiency in ELA & 5% growth in Math as per CAASPP.  
 

School-
wide 

_X_ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners _Foster 
Youth _Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other 
Subgroups: Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

2) Science and History/Social Science: All gr. 5 & 8 students will show at 
least 5% growth toward proficiency in Science and all Gr. 8 students will 
show 5% growth toward proficiency in History. 

School-
wide 

_X_ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners_Foster 
Youth _Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other 
Subgroups: Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

3) P.E.: All 7th gr. students will show 2% less needed improvement in the 6 
areas of physical fitness as compared to their 5th gr. state’s FITNESSGRAM 
assessment of 2 previous years.  

School-
wide 

_X_ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners_Foster 
Youth _Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other 
Subgroups: Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
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Action 

4) API: if available by the state, Iftin will continue to monitor API and 
expect our school to meet the annual API Growth Target as required by 
the CA State Board of Education. 

School-
wide 

_X_ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners_Foster 
Youth _Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other 
Subgroups: Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

5) EL Proficiency Rates: EL students will meet the AMAO 1, 2 & 3 required 
by Title III (indicating EL students will advance at least one language 
proficiency level each year as per the CELDT. 

  _ALL OR: Low income pupils X English Learners_Foster 
Youth _Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other 
Subgroups: Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

6) EL Reclassification Rates: All eligible ELs (grades 4-8) will be reclassified 
to Fluent English Proficient at the rate of at least 2% increase from 
previous year. 

 _ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners_Foster 
Youth X Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other 
Subgroups: Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

7) Clear & specific expectations will be established in order to monitor 
implementation of SDAIE/ELD instructional strategies by all teachers to 
support EL students. 

School-
wide 

 _ALL OR: Low income pupils X English Learners_Foster 
Youth _Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other 
Subgroups: Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

8) Metrics to measure progress of NewComers will be created & a daily 
schedule of services will serve as evidence of actions taken as well as 
assessments administered that can reflect student progress.  

School-
wide 

 _ALL OR: Low income pupils X English Learners_Foster 
Youth _Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other 
Subgroups: Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

9) All Special Education students will show progress of 2% growth toward 
meeting their IEP annual goals. 
 

School-
wide 

X_ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners _Foster 
Youth _Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other 
Subgroups:Specify) X Special Ed.  

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

10) All K-8 students will be assessed using the Diagnostic Reading 
Assessment (DRA for K-3) and Accelerated Reader (AR for 4-8) to their 
determine independent and instructional reading levels and allow 
teachers as well as students to monitor their reading progress. 

School-
wide 

_x_ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners_Foster 
Youth _Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other 
Subgroups: Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

11) Mentors for all foster youths will be identified in order to support and 
track educational progress of foster youths as well as support Foster 
youths in middle grades with their end-of-year Student Exhibitions. 

 _ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners_ 
X Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent English 
proficient_Other Subgroups: Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 
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GOAL  2 All teachers will participate in Professional Development on teaching and learning 
strategies, including CCSS ELA & ELD curriculum frameworks. 

Related State and/or Local  Priorities 
1_X_2__3__4__5__6__7__8__ 

CDE only 9_10_ 
Local: Specify_____ 

Identified Need: After reviewing actions and services from Goal 2 from last year, the following needs were identified: 
It was determined that all actions and services indicated a positive trend toward increasing teaching and learning practices which can be 
enhanced by: 
1) Site-based PEER COACHING MODEL to support all teachers in implementing best teaching practices reviewed in professional 
development. (Subject to budget constraints) 
2) Continuation of development of Pacing Guides for each grade level for clarity of focus of standards-based lessons. 
3) Continuation of PLCs concentrating on data analysis of grade level common assessments for the purpose of identifying instructional 
areas where students score well and other areas of need in order to share successful teaching practices and creating lesson plans to be 
followed by each grade level team. 

Goal Applies to: Schools: School-wide K-8 

Applicable Pupil Subgroups All subgroups 

Year 1  (Goal 2)                                                        LCAP Year 1: 2015-16 
Expected Annual 
Measurable 
Outcomes:  
 
(Metrics ONLY) 

1) Agendas and attendance lists will demonstrate that all teachers will participate in professional development on the implementation 
of Common Core State Standards for all core subjects.  
2) As evidenced by Agendas & Sign-In sheets, Professional Development will focus on best teaching practices such as:  

 Gradual Release of Responsibility & Zone of Proximal Development 

 RTI Process and Special Education 

 Professional Learning Communities (PLC’s) 

 EL Academic Content Knowledge Strategies 

 ELD Curriculum & Learning Support/Strategies for EL students 

 
Actions/Services 

Scope 
of 
Service 

 
Pupils to be served within identified scope of 
service 

Budgeted 
Expenditures 

1) All teachers will participate in professional development on the 
implementation of Common Core State Standards for all core subjects. 

School-
wide 

X ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners  
_Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent English 
proficient__Other Subgroups (Specify)_____ 

$30,000 
LCFF BASE 
5210-00 
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2) Implementation of Best Teaching Practices  

 Gradual Release of Responsibility & Zone of Proximal Development 

 RTI Process (Intervention Plans) and Special Education 

 Professional Learning Communities (PLC’s) 

 EL students-Academic Content Knowledge Strategies 

 ELD Curriculum & Learning Support/Strategies for EL students 

School-
wide 

X ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners  
_Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent English 
proficient__Other Subgroups (Specify)_____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

3) Site-based PEER COACHING MODEL to support all teachers in implementing 
best teaching practices reviewed in professional development. (Subject to budget 
constraints) 

School-
wide 

X ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners  
_Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent English 
proficient__Other Subgroups (Specify)_____ 

See Goal # 2 
Action/Servi
ces #1 

4) Continuation of development of Pacing Guides for each grade level for clarity 
of focus of standards-based lessons. 
 

School-
wide 

X ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners  
_Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent English 
proficient__Other Subgroups (Specify)_____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

5) Continuation of PLCs concentrating on data analysis of grade level common 
assessments for the purpose of identifying instructional areas where students 
score well and other areas of need in order to share successful teaching practices 
and creating lesson plans to be followed by each grade level team. 

School-
wide 

X ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners  
_Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent English 
proficient__Other Subgroups (Specify)_____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

 

Year 2   (Goal 2)                                                               LCAP Year 1: 2016-17 
Expected Annual 
Measurable 
Outcomes:  

1) Agendas and attendance lists will demonstrate that all teachers will participate in professional development on the implementation 
of Common Core State Standards for all core subjects.  
2) As evidenced by Agendas & Sign-In sheets, Professional Development will focus on best teaching practices such as:  

 Gradual Release of Responsibility & Zone of Proximal Development 

 RTI Process and Special Education 

 Professional Learning Communities (PLC’s) 

 EL Academic Content Knowledge Strategies 

 Learning Support/Strategies for EL students 

 ELD curriculum for English Language proficiency 

 
Actions/Services 

Scope 
of 

Service 

 
Pupils to be served within identified scope of 
service 

Budgeted 
Expenditures 

1) All teachers will participate in professional development on the 
implementation of Common Core State Standards for all core subjects. 

School-
wide 

X ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners  
_Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent English 
proficient__Other Subgroups (Specify)_____ 

$30,000 
LCFF BASE 
5210-00 
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2) Implementation of Best Teaching Practices  

 Gradual Release of Responsibility & Zone of Proximal Development 

 RTI Process (Intervention Plans) and Special Education 

 Professional Learning Communities (PLC’s) 

 EL students-Academic Content Knowledge Strategies 

 ELD Curriculum & Learning Support/Strategies for EL students 

School-
wide 

X ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners  
_Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent English 
proficient__Other Subgroups (Specify)_____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

3) Site-based PEER COACHING MODEL to support all teachers in implementing 
best teaching practices .(Subject to budget constraints) 

School-
wide 

X ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners  
_Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent English 
proficient__Other Subgroups (Specify)_____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

4) Continuation of development of Pacing Guides for each grade level for clarity 
of focus of standards-based lessons. 
 

School-
wide 

X ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners  
_Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent English 
proficient__Other Subgroups (Specify)_____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

5) Continuation of PLCs concentrating on data analysis of grade level common 
assessments for the purpose of identifying instructional areas where students 
score well and other areas of need in order to share successful teaching practices 
and creating lesson plans to be followed by each grade level team. 

School-
wide 

X ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners  
_Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent English 
proficient__Other Subgroups (Specify)_____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

 
 

Year 3  (Goal 2)                                                               LCAP Year 3: 2017-18 
Expected Annual 
Measurable 
Outcomes:  

1) Agendas and attendance lists will demonstrate that all teachers will participate in professional development on the implementation 
of Common Core State Standards for all core subjects.  
2) As evidenced by Agendas & Sign-In sheets, Professional Development will focus on best teaching practices such as:  

 Gradual Release of Responsibility & Zone of Proximal Development 

 RTI Process and Special Education 

 Professional Learning Communities (PLC’s) 

 EL Academic Content Knowledge Strategies 

 ELD Curriculum & Learning Support/Strategies for EL students 

 
Actions/Services 

Scope of 
Service 

Pupils to be served within identified scope of 
service 

Budgeted 
Expenditures 

1) All teachers will participate in professional development on the 
implementation of Common Core State Standards for all core subjects. 

School-
wide 

X ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners  
_Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent English 
proficient__Other Subgroups (Specify)_____ 

$30,000 
LCFF BASE 
5210-00 
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2) Implementation of Best Teaching Practices  

 Gradual Release of Responsibility & Zone of Proximal Development 

 RTI Process (Intervention Plans) and Special Education 

 Professional Learning Communities (PLC’s) 

 EL students-Academic Content Knowledge Strategies 

 ELD Curriculum & Learning Support/Strategies for EL students 

School-
wide 

X ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners  
_Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent English 
proficient__Other Subgroups (Specify)_____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

3) Site-based PEER COACHING MODEL to support all teachers in implementing 
best teaching practices reviewed in professional development. (Subject to 
budget constraints) 

School-
wide 

X ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners  
_Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent English 
proficient__Other Subgroups (Specify)_____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

4) Continuation of development of Pacing Guides for each grade level for 
clarity of focus of standards-based lessons. 
 

School-
wide 

X ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners  
_Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent English 
proficient__Other Subgroups (Specify)_____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

5) Continuation of PLCs concentrating on data analysis of grade level common 
assessments for the purpose of identifying instructional areas where students 
score well and other areas of need in order to share successful teaching 
practices and creating lesson plans to be followed by each grade level team. 

School-
wide 

X ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners  
_Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent English 
proficient__Other Subgroups (Specify)_____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 
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GOAL 3 ICS will increase resources and opportunities to improve parent involvement in their child’s 
education. 

Related State and/or Local  Priorities 
1__2__3_X_4__5__6__7__8__ 
CDE only 9_10_   Local: Specify_____ 

Identified Need: Since all actions and services were accomplished within budget and such actions indicated a positive trend toward increasing parent 
participation, there were be no changes to this goal other than to refine the process and continue to encourage parent participation in 
all school activities. 

Goal Applies to: Schools: School-wide K-8 

Applicable Pupil Subgroups All subgroups 

Year 1  (Goal 3)                                                                LCAP Year 1: 2015-16 
Expected Annual 
Measurable 
Outcomes:  
 
(Metrics ONLY) 

1) Agendas, minutes and sign-in sheets will demonstrate that parents participate on the School Site Council (SSC), English Learner 
Advisory Council (ELAC) and/or a parent group. 
2) Sample copies of flyers sent home to parents will demonstrate school-home communication in English and/or Somali.  
3) Parent surveys will ensure parent feedback on school issues through surveys.  
4) Parent Sign-in sheets of conferences will be held for all parents during each trimester.  
5) Agendas and sign-in sheets will demonstrate Parent Meetings held the last Friday of each school month.   

 
Actions/Services 

Scope of 
Service 

 
Pupils to be served within identified scope of service 

Budgeted 
Expenditures 

1) Ensure that parents participate on the School Site 
Council (SSC), English Learners Advisory Council (ELAC) or a 
parent group. 

School-
wide 

x_ALL OR: _Low income pupils _English Learners_Foster Youth 
_Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other Subgroups: (Specify)___ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 
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2) All parent correspondence is communicated in English 
and/or Somali. 

School-
wide 

__ALL  OR:Low income pupils __English Learners__Foster Youth 
__Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other 
Subgroups:(Specify)____ 

$500 
LCFF BASE 
FUNDING 
4300-00 

3) Ensure parent feedback on school issues through 
surveys. 

School-
wide 

__ALL  OR:Low income pupils __English Learners__Foster Youth 
__Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other 
Subgroups:(Specify)____ 

$500 
LCFF BASE 
FUNDING 
5800-00 

4) Parent conferences are held for all parents during each 
trimester. 

School-
wide 

__ALL  OR:Low income pupils __English Learners__Foster Youth 
__Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other 
Subgroups:(Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

5) Parent Monthly Meetings are held the last Friday of 
each school month 

School-
wide 

__ALL  OR:Low income pupils __English Learners__Foster Youth 
__Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other 
Subgroups:(Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

 

Year 2 (Goal 3)                                                   LCAP Year 2: 2016-17 
Expected Annual 
Measurable 
Outcomes:  
 
(Metrics ONLY) 

1) Agendas, minutes and sign-in sheets will demonstrate that parents participate on the School Site Council (SSC), English Learner 
Advisory Council (ELAC) and/or a parent group. 
2) Sample copies of flyers sent home to parents will demonstrate school-home communication in English and/or Somali.  
3) Parent surveys will ensure parent feedback on school issues through surveys.  
4) Parent Sign-in sheets of conferences will be held for all parents during each trimester.  
5) Agendas and sign-in sheets will demonstrate Parent Meetings held the last Friday of each school month.   

 
Actions/Services 

Scope of 
Service 

 
Pupils to be served within identified scope of service 

Budgeted 
Expenditures 

1) Ensure that parents participate on the School Site 
Council (SSC), English Learners Advisory Council (ELAC) 
and/or a parent group. 

School-
wide 

X_ALL  OR:Low income pupils __English Learners__Foster Youth 
__Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other Subgroups:(Specify)__ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

2) All parent correspondence is communicated in English 
and/or Somali. 

School-
wide 

X_ALL  OR:Low income pupils __English Learners__Foster Youth 
__Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other Subgroups:(Specify)__ 

$500 
LCFF BASE 
FUNDING 
4300-00 
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3) Ensure parent feedback on school issues through 
surveys. 

School-
wide 

X_ALL  OR:Low income pupils __English Learners__Foster Youth 
__Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other Subgroups:(Specify)__ 
 

$500 
LCFF BASE 
FUNDING 
5800-00 

4) Parent conferences are held for all parents during each 
trimester. 

School-
wide 

X_ALL  OR:Low income pupils __English Learners__Foster Youth 
__Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other Subgroups:(Specify)__ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

5) Parent Monthly Meetings are held the last Friday of 
each school month 

School-
wide 

_X ALL  OR:Low income pupils __English Learners__Foster Youth 
__Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other Subgroups:(Specify)__ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

 

Year 3 (Goal 3)                                                             LCAP Year 3: 2017-18 
Expected Annual 
Measurable 
Outcomes:  

1) Agendas, minutes and sign-in sheets will demonstrate that parents participate on the School Site Council (SSC), English Learner 
Advisory Council (ELAC) and/or a parent group. 
2) Sample copies of flyers sent home to parents will demonstrate school-home communication in English and/or Somali.  
3) Parent surveys will ensure parent feedback on school issues through surveys.  
4) Parent Sign-in sheets of conferences will be held for all parents during each trimester.  
5) Agendas and sign-in sheets will demonstrate Parent Meetings held the last Friday of each school month.   

 
Actions/Services 

Scope of 
Service 

 
Pupils to be served within identified scope of service 

Budgeted 
Expenditures 

1) Ensure that parents participate on the School Site Council 
(SSC), English Learners Advisory Council (ELAC) and/or a 
parent group. 

School-
wide 

X ALL  OR:_Low income pupils _English Learners 
__Foster Youth __Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other 
Subgroups: (Specify)________ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

2) All parent correspondence is communicated in English 
and/or Somali. 

School-
wide 

X ALL  OR:_Low income pupils _English Learners 
__Foster Youth __Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other 
Subgroups: (Specify)________ 

$500 
LCFF BASE 
FUNDING 
4300-00 

3) Ensure parent feedback on school issues through surveys. School-
wide 

X ALL  OR:_Low income pupils _English Learners 
__Foster Youth __Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other 
Subgroups: (Specify)________ 

$500 
LCFF BASE 
FUNDING 
5800-00 
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4) Parent conferences are held for all parents during each 
trimester. 

School-
wide 

X ALL  OR:_Low income pupils _English Learners 
__Foster Youth __Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other 
Subgroups: (Specify)________ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

5) Parent Monthly Meetings are held the last Friday of each 
school month 

School-
wide 

 X ALL  OR:_Low income pupils _English Learners 
__Foster Youth __Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other 
Subgroups: (Specify)________ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 
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GOAL 4 All grades K-8 will have increased access to technology to develop digital literacy skills. Related State and/or Local  Priorities 
1_X_2__3__4__5__6__7__8_X_ 
CDE only 9_10_   Local: Specify_____ 

Identified Need: 
 
 
 
 

Based on a review of the actions and services provided this last year, the following actions will be implemented next year: 
1) A Computer Schedule indicating times or lessons focusing on having access to the Computer Lab as well as the Compass Learning 
Odyssey Program needs to be submitted to the director.   
2) Agendas & Sign-In Sheets indicating that the technology coordinator provided on-going training for the implementation of the grade 
level digital skills set forth in ISTE for Students framework need to be submitted to the director.  
3) Teachers’ Progress Charts indicating that all students were assessed as to their grade level digital skills, using the ISTE framework.  
 

Goal Applies to: Schools: School-wide K-8 

Applicable Pupil Subgroups All subgroups 

Year 1   (Goal 4)                                                                     LCAP Year 1: 2015-16 
Expected Annual 
Measurable 
Outcomes:  
(Metrics ONLY) 

1) The Computer Schedule will indicate that all K-8 students will have access to the computer lab & Compass Learning Odyssey Program. 
2) Agendas & Sign-In Sheets will indicate that the technology coordinator provided on-going training for the implementation of the grade 
level digital skills set forth in ISTE for Students framework.  
3) Teachers’ Progress Charts will indicate that all students were assessed as to their grade level digital skills, using the ISTE framework.  

 
Actions/Services 

Scope of 
Service 

 
Pupils to be served within identified scope of service 

Budgeted 
Expenditures 

1) All students will have access to the computer lab and 
Compass Learning Odyssey Program. 

School-
wide 

X_ALL  OR:Low income pupils __English Learners__Foster Youth 
_Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other Subgroups:( Specify)__ 

$5000 
LCFF BASE 
FUNDING 
5810-00 

2) The technology coordinator will provide on-going 
training for the implementation of the grade level digital 
skills set forth in ISTE for Students framework. 

School-
wide 

X_ALL  OR:Low income pupils __English Learners__Foster Youth 
_Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other Subgroups:( Specify)__ 

$44,000 
LCFF BASE  
2400-00 

3) All teachers will assess their students as to their grade 
level digital skills using the ISTE framework. 

School-
wide 

X_ALL  OR:Low income pupils __English Learners__Foster Youth 
_Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other Subgroups:( Specify)__ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 
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Year 2 (Goal 4)                                                                    LCAP Year 2: 2016-17 
Expected Annual 
Measurable 
Outcomes:  
(Metrics ONLY) 

1) The Computer Schedule will indicate that all K-8 students will have access to the computer lab & Compass Learning Odyssey Program. 
2) Agendas & Sign-In Sheets will indicate that the technology coordinator provided on-going training for the implementation of the grade 
level digital skills set forth in ISTE for Students framework.  
3) Teachers’ Progress Charts will indicate that all students were assessed as to their grade level digital skills, using the ISTE framework. 

 
Actions/Services 

Scope of 
Service 

Pupils to be served within identified scope of service Budgeted 
Expenditures 

1) All students will have access to the computer lab and 
Compass Learning Odyssey Program. 

School-
wide 

X ALL  OR:Low income pupils __English Learners_Foster Youth 
Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other Subgroups:( Specify)_ 

$5000 
LCFF BASE 
FUNDING 
5810-00 

2) The technology coordinator will provide on-going 
training for the implementation of the grade level digital 
skills set forth in ISTE for Students framework. 

School-
wide 

X ALL  OR:Low income pupils __English Learners_Foster Youth 
Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other Subgroups:( Specify)_ 

$44,000 
LCFF BASE  
2400-00 

3) All teachers will assess their students as to their grade 
level digital skills using the ISTE framework. 
 

School-
wide 

X ALL  OR:Low income pupils __English Learners_Foster Youth 
Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other Subgroups:( Specify)_ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

 

Year 3 (Goal 4)                                                                     LCAP Year 3: 2017-18 

Expected Annual 
Measurable 
Outcomes:  
(Metrics ONLY) 

1) The Computer Schedule will indicate that all K-8 students will have access to the computer lab & Compass Learning Odyssey Program. 
2) Agendas & Sign-In Sheets will indicate that the technology coordinator provided on-going training for the implementation of the grade 
level digital skills set forth in ISTE for Students framework.  
3) Teachers’ Progress Charts will indicate that all students were assessed as to their grade level digital skills, using the ISTE framework. 

 
Actions/Services 

Scope of 
Service 

 
Pupils to be served within identified scope of service 

Budgeted 
Expenditures 

1) All students will have access to the computer lab and 
Compass Learning Odyssey Program. 

School-
wide 

X_ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners _Foster Youth __ 
Redesignated fluent English proficient _Other  Subgroups:(Specify)_ 

$5000 
LCFF BASE 
FUNDING 
5810-00 

2) The technology coordinator will provide on-going 
training for the implementation of the grade level digital 
skills set forth in ISTE for Students framework. 

School-
wide 

X_ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners _Foster Youth __ 
Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other Subgroups:(Specify)___ 

$44,000 
LCFF BASE  
2400-00 
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3) All teachers will assess their students as to their grade 
level digital skills using the ISTE framework. 
 

School-
wide 

X_ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners _Foster Youth __ 
Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other Subgroups:(Specify)___ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 
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GOAL 5 Decrease absenteeism and suspensions by increasing counseling and health services to 
ensure student engagement, school connectedness and positive school culture.  

Related State and/or Local  
Priorities1__2__3__4__5_X_6 X_7__8__ 
CDE only 9_10_   Local: Specify_____ 

Identified Need: A review of past actions regarding Goal 5 indicate that the following actions for next year will focus on establishing the following:  
1) A SARB (School Absenteeism Review Board) is needed and should be, comprised of staff members and parents of students who are 
frequently absent. Agendas, minutes and sign-in sheets are required.  
2) A Discipline Panel will be created, comprised of staff members and parents. The panel should have agendas, minutes and sign-in 
sheets. The director will assign a person responsible for overseeing this panel.  
3) Recommended metrics: “Average Daily Attendance rate will increase by 0.2% of current 96.7% ADA. 

Goal Applies to: Schools: School-wide K-8 

Applicable Pupil Subgroups All subgroups 

Year 1   (Goal 5)                                                              LCAP Year 1: 2015-16 
Expected Annual 
Measurable 
Outcomes:  
 
(Metrics ONLY) 

1) The School Calendar and Weekly Bulletins will demonstrate that Awards Assemblies were held.  
2) Agendas, Minutes and Attendance Sheets will demonstrate that the SARB (School Absenteeism Review Board) met.  
3) The Syllabus and Schedule for Character Development Awareness Program K-5 will indicate classes held.  
4) Agendas & Attendance Sheets will indicate that professional development on classroom management for all teachers was provided.  
5) Agendas, Minutes and Attendance Sheets will demonstrate that the “Discipline Panel” met and addressed specific issues. 

 
Actions/Services 

Scope 
of 

Service 

 
Pupils to be served within identified scope of service 

Budgeted 
Expenditures 

1) Awards Assemblies will recognize attendance positive 
behavior efforts. 

school- 
wide 

X_ALL OR: Low income pupils_English Learners_Foster Youth 
__Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other Subgroups:( Specify)_ 

$500 
LCFF BASE 
4300-00 

2) SARB (School Absenteeism Review Board) will meet with 
parents of students who are frequently absent to support 
better attendance. 

school- 
wide 

X_ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners_Foster Youth 
__Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other Subgroups:( Specify)_ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

3) All teachers will promote the “Iftin Way” policy with 
its Motto. 

school-
wide 

X_ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners_Foster Youth 
__Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other Subgroups:( Specify)_ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 
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4) The Character Development Program will focus on a 
different positive character traits. 

school-
wide 

X_ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners_Foster Youth 
__Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other Subgroups:( Specify)_ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

5) All teachers will receive professional development on 
classroom management.  

school-
wide 

X_ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners_Foster Youth 
__Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other Subgroups:( Specify)_ 

See goal #2 
Action/Servi
ces #1 

6) A Discipline Panel representing various stakeholders 
will meet to reach a decision as to consequences 
(suspensions, expulsions) to be imposed. 

school-
wide 

X_ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners_Foster Youth 
__Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other Subgroups:( Specify)_ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

 

Year 2 (Goal 5)                                                                    LCAP Year 2: 2016-17 
Expected Annual 
Measurable 
Outcomes:  
 
(Metrics ONLY) 

1) The School Calendar and Weekly Bulletins will demonstrate that Awards Assemblies were held.  
2) Agendas, Minutes and Attendance Sheets will demonstrate that the SARB (School Absenteeism Review Board) met.  
3) The Syllabus and Schedule for Character Development Awareness Program K-5 will indicate classes held.  
4) Agendas & Attendance Sheets will indicate that professional development on classroom management for all teachers was provided.  
5) Agendas, Minutes and Attendance Sheets will demonstrate that the “Discipline Panel” met and addressed specific issues. 

 
Actions/Services 

Scope 
of 

Service 

 
Pupils to be served within identified scope of service 

Budgeted 
Expenditures 

1) Awards Assemblies will recognize attendance positive 
behavior efforts. 

school-
wide 

X_ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners_Foster Youth 
__Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other Subgroups:( Specify)_ 

$500 
LCFF BASE 
4300-00 

2) SARB (School Absenteeism Review Board) will meet with 
parents of students who are frequently absent to support 
better attendance. 

school-
wide 

X_ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners_Foster Youth 
__Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other Subgroups:( Specify)_ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

3) All teachers will promote the “Iftin Way” policy with 
its Motto. 

school-
wide 

X_ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners_Foster Youth 
__Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other Subgroups:( Specify)_ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 
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4) The Character Development Program will focus on a 
different positive character traits. 

school-
wide 

X_ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners_Foster Youth 
__Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other Subgroups:( Specify)_ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

5) All teachers will receive professional development on 
classroom management.   

school-
wide 

X_ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners_Foster Youth 
__Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other Subgroups:( Specify)_ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

6) A Discipline Panel representing various stakeholders will 
meet to reach a decision as to consequences (suspensions, 
expulsions) to be imposed. 

school-
wide 

X_ALL OR: Low income pupils _English Learners_Foster Youth 
__Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other Subgroups:( Specify)_ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

 
 

Year 3 (Goal 5)                                                                     LCAP Year 3: 2017-18 
Expected Annual 
Measurable 
Outcomes:  
 
(Metrics ONLY) 

1) The School Calendar and Weekly Bulletins will demonstrate that Awards Assemblies were held.  
2) Agendas, Minutes and Attendance Sheets will demonstrate that the SARB (School Absenteeism Review Board) met.  
3) The Syllabus and Schedule for Character Development Awareness Program K-5 will indicate classes held.  
4) Agendas & Attendance Sheets will indicate that professional development on classroom management for all teachers was provided.  
5) Agendas, Minutes and Attendance Sheets will demonstrate that the “Discipline Panel” met and addressed specific issues. 

 
Actions/Services 

Scope of 
Service 

 
Pupils to be served within identified scope of service 

Budgeted 
Expenditures 

1) Awards Assemblies will recognize attendance positive 
behavior efforts. 

School-
wide 

X_ALL  OR:Low income pupils __English Learners__Foster Youth 
__Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other 
Subgroups:(Specify)____ 

$500 
LCFF BASE 
4300-00 

2) SARB (School Absenteeism Review Board) will meet with 
parents of students who are frequently absent to support 
better attendance. 

School-
wide 

X ALL  OR:Low income pupils __English Learners__Foster Youth 
__Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other 
Subgroups:(Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

3) All teachers will promote the “Iftin Way” policy with its 
Motto. 

School-
wide 

X ALL  OR:___Low income pupils ___English Learners__Foster 
Youth __Redesignated fluent English proficient 
__Other Subgroups: (Specify)________ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 
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4) The Character Development Program will focus on a 
different positive character traits. 

School-
wide 

X ALL  OR:___Low income pupils ___English Learners__Foster 
Youth __Redesignated fluent English proficient 
__Other Subgroups: (Specify)________ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

5) All teachers will receive professional development on 
classroom management.   

School-
wide 

X ALL  OR:___Low income pupils ___English Learners__Foster 
Youth __Redesignated fluent English proficient 
__Other Subgroups: (Specify)________ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

6) A Discipline Panel representing various stakeholders will 
meet to reach a decision as to consequences (suspensions, 
expulsions) to be imposed. 

School-
wide 

X ALL  OR:___Low income pupils ___English Learners__Foster 
Youth __Redesignated fluent English proficient 
__Other Subgroups: (Specify)________ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 
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GOAL 6 ICS will promote culturally-diverse student interactions with neighborhood schools through 
extra-curricular activities.  

Related State and/or Local  
Priorities1__2__3__4__5__6_X_7__8_X_ 
CDE only 9_10_   Local: Specify_____ 

Identified Need: A review of our LCAP goals revealed that the following actions were not established this year and will be implemented next year.  
 
1) ICS will provide after-school basketball, volleyball, spelling bees, and computer classes to build school connectedness and allow 
opportunities to interact with students from other school. 
 
2) ICS will create student surveys regarding self-awareness regarding social interaction with culturally- diverse students. 
 

Goal Applies to: Schools: School-wide K-8 

Applicable Pupil Subgroups All subgroups 

Year 1   (Goal 6)                                                                 LCAP Year 1: 2015-16 
Expected Annual 
Measurable Outcomes: 
(Metrics ONLY) 

1) A calendar of events & lists of student participation will demonstrate participation in after-school activities with other schools.  
 
2) Student surveys will provide self-awareness regarding social interaction with culturally- diverse students. 

 
Actions/Services 

Scope of 
Service 

Pupils to be served within identified scope of service Budgeted 
Expenditures 

1) Provide after-school basketball, volleyball, spelling bees, and 
computer classes to build school connectedness and allow 
opportunities to interact with students from other schools.  

School-
wide 

X_ALL  OR:Low income pupils __English Learners__Foster 
Youth __Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other 
Subgroups:(Specify)____ 

$150,000 
ASES grant  
4300-61 

2) Student surveys will provide self-awareness regarding social 
interaction with culturally diverse students.  

School-
wide 

X__ALL  OR:Low income pupils __English Learners__Foster 
Youth __Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other 
Subgroups:(Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 
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Year 2 (Goal 6)                                                                    LCAP Year 2: 2016-17 
Expected Annual 
Measurable Outcomes: 
(Metrics ONLY) 

1) A calendar of events & lists of student participation will demonstrate participation in after-school activities with other schools.  
 
2) Student surveys will provide self-awareness regarding social interaction with culturally- diverse students. 

 
Actions/Services 

Scope of 
Service 

Pupils to be served within identified scope of service Budgeted 
Expenditures 

1) Provide after-school basketball, volleyball, spelling bees, and 
computer classes to build school connectedness and allow 
opportunities to interact with students from other schools.  

School-
wide 

_X_ALL  OR:Low income pupils __English Learners__Foster 
Youth __Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other 
Subgroups:(Specify)____ 

$150,000 
ASES grant  
4300-61 

2) Student surveys will provide self-awareness regarding social 
interaction with culturally diverse students.  

School-
wide 

_X_ALL  OR:Low income pupils __English Learners__Foster 
Youth __Redesignated fluent English proficient_Other 
Subgroups:(Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

 
 

Year 3 (Goal 6)                                                                    LCAP Year 3: 2017-18 
Expected Annual 
Measurable 
Outcomes:  

1) The school will establish an English Learners Advisory Council (ELAC) in addition to the School Site Council (SSC) and Parent Monthly 
Meetings.  
2) All parent correspondence will be communicated in English and/or Somali. 
3)  Parent conferences will be held for all parents during each trimester. 

 
Actions/Services 

Scope of 
Service 

Pupils to be served within identified scope of service Budgeted 
Expenditures 

1) Provide after-school basketball, volleyball, spelling bees, and 
computer classes to build school connectedness and allow 
opportunities to interact with students from other schools.  

School-
wide 

X ALL  OR:___Low income pupils ___English Learners__Foster 
Youth __Redesignated fluent English proficient 
__Other Subgroups: (Specify)________ 

$150,000 
ASES grant  
4300-61 

2) Student surveys will provide self-awareness regarding social 
interaction with culturally diverse students.  

School-
wide 

X ALL  OR:___Low income pupils ___English Learners__Foster 
Youth __Redesignated fluent English proficient 
__Other Subgroups: (Specify)________ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 
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GOAL 7 ICS will provide safe, well-maintained facilities and a positive learning climate that support 
the academic, social emotional and physical needs of all students. 

Related State and/or Local  Priorities 
1 X__2__3__4__5__6_X_7__8__ 
CDE only 9_10_   Local: Specify_____ 

Identified Need: Since two actions were not accomplished this past year for Goal 7, the following actions are planned for next year:  
1) Establish a Facilities Committee and have them create a Facilities Checklist so that they may conduct monthly inspections to screen 
for safety hazards and clean environment. 
2) ICS has a teacher and a character development program for K-5 but will need to clarify a specific and consistent character 
development program for grades 6-8 for next year.   

Goal Applies to: Schools: School-wide K-8 

Applicable Pupil Subgroups All subgroups 

Year 1   (Goal 7)                                                                LCAP Year 1: 2015-16 
Expected Annual 
Measurable 
Outcomes:  
(Metrics ONLY) 

1) A Facilities Checklist will be created by the Facilities Committee to conduct monthly inspections.  
2) Agendas and sign-in sheets will demonstrate that all staff members will be trained on the Safety Plan at the beginning of each year.  
3) A schedule of monthly safety drills will demonstrate that all staff and students will adhere to the Iftin Safety Plan. 
4) A course syllabus will indicate that character development classes are provided.  

 
Actions/Services 

Scope of 
Service 

 
Pupils to be served within identified scope of service 

Budgeted 
Expenditures 

1) Maintain a clean and safe facility by having the ICS Facilities 
Committee conduct monthly inspections to screen for safety hazards and 
clean environment. 

School-
wide 

_X_ALL  OR:Low income pupils __English Learners_ 
_Foster Youth __Redesignated fluent English 
proficient_Other Subgroups:(Specify)____ 

$35,352 
LCFF BASE 
2200-00 

2) All staff and students will adhere to the Iftin Safety Plan and will be 
trained on the Safety Plan at the beginning of each year.  

School-
wide 

_X_ALL  OR:Low income pupils __English 
Learners__Foster Youth __Redesignated fluent English 
proficient_Other Subgroups:(Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

3) All students will participate in monthly safety, Fire and Earthquake 
drills. 

School-
wide 

_X_ALL  OR:Low income pupils __English 
Learners__Foster Youth __Redesignated fluent English 
proficient_Other Subgroups:(Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

4) ICS will provide A Positive School Climate that encourages & prepares 
its students to accept the privileges & responsibilities of citizenship by 
focusing on the “Iftin Way” and other Character Development Programs. 

School-
wide 

_X_ALL  OR:Low income pupils __English 
Learners__Foster Youth __Redesignated fluent English 
proficient_Other Subgroups:(Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 
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Year 2 (Goal 7)                                                                    LCAP Year 2: 2016-17 
Expected Annual 
Measurable 
Outcomes:  
(Metrics ONLY) 

1) A Facilities Checklist will be created by the Facilities Committee to conduct monthly inspections.  
2) Agendas and sign-in sheets will demonstrate that all staff members will be trained on the Safety Plan at the beginning of each year.  
3) A schedule of monthly safety drills will demonstrate that all staff and students will adhere to the Iftin Safety Plan. 
4) A course syllabus will indicate that character development classes are provided. 

 
Actions/Services 

Scope of 
Service 

 
Pupils to be served within identified scope of service 

Budgeted 
Expenditures 

1) Maintain a clean and safe facility by having the ICS Facilities 
Committee conduct monthly inspections to screen for safety hazards and 
clean environment. 

School-
wide 

_X_ALL  OR:Low income pupils __English Learners_ 
_Foster Youth __Redesignated fluent English 
proficient_Other Subgroups:(Specify)____ 

$35,352 
LCFF BASE 
2200-00 

2) All staff and students will adhere to the Iftin Safety Plan and will be 
trained on the Safety Plan at the beginning of each year.  

School-
wide 

_X_ALL  OR:Low income pupils __English 
Learners__Foster Youth __Redesignated fluent English 
proficient_Other Subgroups:(Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

3) All students will participate in monthly safety, Fire and Earthquake 
drills. 

School-
wide 

_X_ALL  OR:Low income pupils __English 
Learners__Foster Youth __Redesignated fluent English 
proficient_Other Subgroups:(Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

4) ICS will provide A Positive School Climate that encourages & prepares 
its students to accept the privileges & responsibilities of citizenship by 
focusing on the “Iftin Way” and other Character Development Programs. 

School-
wide 

_X_ALL  OR:Low income pupils __English 
Learners__Foster Youth __Redesignated fluent English 
proficient_Other Subgroups:(Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

 
 

Year 3 (Goal 7)                                                                   LCAP Year 3: 2017-18 
Expected Annual 
Measurable 
Outcomes:  
(Metrics ONLY) 

1) A Facilities Checklist will be created by the Facilities Committee to conduct monthly inspections.  
2) Agendas and sign-in sheets will demonstrate that all staff members will be trained on the Safety Plan at the beginning of each year.  
3) A schedule of monthly safety drills will demonstrate that all staff and students will adhere to the Iftin Safety Plan. 
4) A course syllabus will indicate that character development classes are provided. 

 
Actions/Services 

Scope of 
Service 

 
Pupils to be served within identified scope of service 

Budgeted 
Expenditures 
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1) Maintain a clean and safe facility by having the ICS Facilities 
Committee conduct monthly inspections to screen for safety hazards and 
clean environment. 

School-
wide 

_X_ALL  OR:Low income pupils __English Learners_ 
_Foster Youth __Redesignated fluent English 
proficient_Other Subgroups:(Specify)____ 

$35,352 
LCFF BASE 
2200-00 

2) All staff and students will adhere to the Iftin Safety Plan and will be 
trained on the Safety Plan at the beginning of each year.  

School-
wide 

_X_ALL  OR:Low income pupils __English 
Learners__Foster Youth __Redesignated fluent English 
proficient_Other Subgroups:(Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

3) All students will participate in monthly safety, Fire and Earthquake 
drills. 

School-
wide 

_X_ALL  OR:Low income pupils __English 
Learners__Foster Youth __Redesignated fluent English 
proficient_Other Subgroups:(Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 

4) ICS will provide A Positive School Climate that encourages & prepares 
its students to accept the privileges & responsibilities of citizenship by 
focusing on the “Iftin Way” and other Character Development Programs. 

School-
wide 

_X_ALL  OR:Low income pupils __English 
Learners__Foster Youth __Redesignated fluent English 
proficient_Other Subgroups:(Specify)____ 

No cost 
associated 
with this 
Action 
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GOAL 8 All students will have access to highly qualified teachers who are capable of implementing 
standards-aligned curricula essential for learning 

Related State and/or Local  Priorities  
1 X_2__3__4__5__6__7__8__ 
CDE only 9_10_   Local: Specify_____ 

Identified Need: After reviewing all actions and services for this goal, it was determined that no changes were needed at this time. 

Goal Applies to: Schools: School-wide K-8 

Applicable Pupil Subgroups All subgroups 

Year 1   (Goal 8)                                                                     LCAP Year 1: 2015-16 
Expected Annual 
Measurable 
Outcomes:   
(Metrics ONLY) 

1) The CA state credentialing information system will provide up-to-date credentialing status of all teachers. 
 
2) A course of study for the whole school will provide information that all students will have course access to a broad course of study 
that includes all subject areas taught by highly qualified teachers using a standards-aligned curricula. 

 
Actions/Services 

Scope of 
Service 

Pupils to be served within identified scope of 
service 

Budgeted 
Expenditures 

1) All core teachers will be appropriately assigned based on a valid CA 
Teaching Credential with appropriate English learner authorization as per 
qualifications required by the CA Commission on Teaching Credentialing. 

School-
wide 

X ALL  OR: __Low income pupils __English Learners 
_Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent English 
proficient _ Other Subgroups:(Specify)____ 

$1,286,972 
LCFF BASE 
1100-00 

2) The ICS Business Manager will annually review credential status School-
wide 

X ALL  OR: __Low income pupils __English Learners 
_Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent English 
proficient _ Other Subgroups:(Specify)____ 

$49,000 
LCFF BASE 
2400-00 

3) All students will have access to standards-aligned materials as well as any 
additional instructional materials which support our charter petition 
educational program. 

School-
wide 

X ALL  OR: __Low income pupils __English Learners 
_Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent English 
proficient _ Other Subgroups:(Specify)____ 

$120,000 
LCFF BASE  
4100-00 

4) All instructional materials will be aligned to CA Common Core State 
Standards as well as our charter petition. 

School-
wide 

X ALL  OR: __Low income pupils __English Learners 
_Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent English 
proficient _ Other Subgroups:(Specify)____ 

$25,000 
LCFF BASE  
4200-00 

5) All students will have course access to highly qualified teachers 
&standards-aligned curricula 

School-
wide 

X ALL  OR: __Low income pupils __English Learners 
_Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent English 
proficient _ Other Subgroups:(Specify)____ 

See goal #8 
action/services 
#1 
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Year 2 (Goal 8)                                                                     LCAP Year 2: 2016-17 
Expected Annual 
Measurable 
Outcomes:  

1) The school will establish an English Learners Advisory Council (ELAC) in addition to the School Site Council (SSC) and Parent Monthly 
Meetings.  
2) All parent correspondence will be communicated in English and/or Somali. 
3)  Parent conferences will be held for all parents during each trimester. 

 
Actions/Services 

Scope 
of 

Service 

 
Pupils to be served within identified scope of 
service 

Budgeted 
Expenditures 

1) All core teachers will be appropriately assigned based on a valid CA Teaching 
Credential with appropriate English learner authorization as per qualifications 
required by the CA Commission on Teaching Credentialing. 

School-
wide 

X ALL  OR: __Low income pupils __English 
Learners _Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent 
English proficient _ Other 
Subgroups:(Specify)____ 

$1,286,972 
LCFF BASE 
1100-00 

2) The ICS Business Manager will annually review credential status School-
wide 

X ALL  OR: __Low income pupils __English 
Learners _Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent 
English proficient _ Other 
Subgroups:(Specify)____ 

$49,000 
LCFF BASE 
2400-00 

3) All students will have access to standards-aligned materials as well as any 
additional instructional materials which support our charter petition educational 
program. 

School-
wide 

X ALL  OR: __Low income pupils __English 
Learners _Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent 
English proficient _ Other 
Subgroups:(Specify)____ 

$120,000 
LCFF BASE  
4100-00 

4) All instructional materials will be aligned to CA Common Core State Standards 
as well as our charter petition. 

School-
wide 

X ALL  OR: __Low income pupils __English 
Learners _Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent 
English proficient _ Other 
Subgroups:(Specify)____ 

$25,000 
LCFF BASE  
4200-00 

5) All students will have course access to highly qualified teachers &standards-
aligned curricula 

School-
wide 

X ALL  OR: __Low income pupils __English 
Learners _Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent 
English proficient _ Other 
Subgroups:(Specify)____ 

See goal #8 
action/services 
#1 
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Year 3 (Goal 8)                                                                     LCAP Year 3: 2017-18 
Expected Annual 
Measurable 
Outcomes:  

1) The school will establish an English Learners Advisory Council (ELAC) in addition to the School Site Council (SSC) and Parent Monthly 
Meetings.  
2) All parent correspondence will be communicated in English and/or Somali. 
3)  Parent conferences will be held for all parents during each trimester. 

 
Actions/Services 

Scope 
of 

Service 

 
Pupils to be served within identified scope of 
service 

Budgeted 
Expenditures 

1) All core teachers will be appropriately assigned based on a valid CA Teaching 
Credential with appropriate English learner authorization as per qualifications 
required by the CA Commission on Teaching Credentialing. 

School-
wide 

X ALL  OR: __Low income pupils __English 
Learners _Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent 
English proficient _ Other 
Subgroups:(Specify)____ 

$1,286,972 
LCFF BASE 
1100-00 

2) The ICS Business Manager will annually review credential status School-
wide 

X ALL  OR: __Low income pupils __English 
Learners _Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent 
English proficient _ Other 
Subgroups:(Specify)____ 

$49,000 
LCFF BASE 
2400-00 

3) All students will have access to standards-aligned materials as well as any 
additional instructional materials which support our charter petition educational 
program. 

School-
wide 

X ALL  OR: __Low income pupils __English 
Learners _Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent 
English proficient _ Other 
Subgroups:(Specify)____ 

$120,000 
LCFF BASE  
4100-00 

4) All instructional materials will be aligned to CA Common Core State Standards 
as well as our charter petition. 

School-
wide 

X ALL  OR: __Low income pupils __English 
Learners _Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent 
English proficient _ Other 
Subgroups:(Specify)____ 

$25,000 
LCFF BASE  
4200-00 

5) All students will have course access to highly qualified teachers &standards-
aligned curricula. 

School-
wide 

X ALL  OR: __Low income pupils __English 
Learners _Foster Youth _Redesignated fluent 
English proficient _ Other 
Subgroups:(Specify)____ 

See goal #8 
action/services 
#1 
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ANNUAL UPDATE – 2014-15 

 

 
Annual Update Instructions: For each goal in the prior year LCAP, review the progress toward the expected annual outcome(s) based on, at a 
minimum, the required metrics pursuant to Education Code sections 52060 and 52066. The review must include an assessment of the 
effectiveness of the specific actions. Describe any changes to the actions or goals the LEA will take as a result of the review and assessment. In 
addition, review the applicability of each goal in the LCAP. 

Guiding Questions: 
1)  How have the actions/services addressed the needs of all pupils and did the provisions of those services result in the desired outcomes? 
2) How have the actions/services addressed the needs of all subgroups of pupils identified pursuant to Education Code section 52052, 

including, but not limited to, English learners, low-income pupils, and foster youth; and did the provision of those actions/services result 
in the desired outcomes?  

3) How have the actions/services addressed the identified needs and goals of specific schoolsites and were these actions/services effective 
in achieving the desired outcomes? 

4) What information (e.g., quantitative and qualitative data/metrics) was examined to review progress toward goals in the annual update? 
5) What progress has been achieved toward the goal and expected measurable outcome(s)? How effective were the actions and services in 

making progress toward the goal? What changes to goals, actions, services, and expenditures are being made in the LCAP as a result of 
the review of progress and assessment of the effectiveness of the actions and services?  

6) What differences are there between budgeted expenditures and estimated actual annual expenditures? What were the reasons for any 
differences? 
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Original GOAL from 
prior year LCAP:  

GOAL 1 

All students will meet/exceed expectations in 1) English Language Arts & Math 2) Science 
and History/Social Studies 3) Physical Education as defined by the Common Core 
Standards. 

Related State and/or Local Priorities: 1 2 X    3    
4 X   5    6    7    8 X  COE only:  9   10   Local : 
Specify  Basic 

Goal Applies to: Schools: Iftin Charter School K-8 

Applicable Pupil Subgroups: All 

EXPECTED  
Annual 
Measurable 
Outcomes: 
  
(Metrics 
ONLY) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1) The California Assessment of Student 
Performance and Progress (CAASPP) will 
determine progress toward Proficient/Above for 
grades 3-8 in English Language Arts and Math. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2) The California State Test (CST) for Science and 
History/Social Science  for all students in grades 
5 & 8 for Science and grade 8 for history) will 
show progress toward proficiency.   
 
3) The CA FITNESSGRAM assessment for all 
students in grades 5 & 7 will show progress 
toward 6 areas of physical fitness when data 
results of 7th graders are compared to 2 previous 
years when they were 5th graders.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ACTUAL  
Annual 
Measurable 
Outcomes: 
 
(Metrics 
ONLY) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1) SInce this is the BASELINE year for the CAASPP, the DataDirector tests were 
administered to all grade 3-8 students in September 2014 as a PRE-TEST and re-
administered in May 2015 as a POST-TEST.  Results below. (MET) 

% ELA Proficient/Above 
(Pre & Post DataDirector Test) 

% MATH Proficient/Above 
(Pre & Post DataDirector Test) 

Gr Sept. 
‘14 

May ‘15 Gr Sept. 
‘14 

May ‘15 

3rd  11.92 46.0 3rd  2.33 43.66 

4th  12.12 31.82 4th  6.06 37.88 

5th  13.72 45.83 5th  1.96 58.34 

6th  27.45 50.0 6th  3.92 76.0 

7th 9.09 47.05 7th 0 27.45 

8th  2.5 74.25 8th  0 60.0 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2a) Science (gr. 5 & 8) were administered a standardized test. (MET) 
 
2b) History (gr. 8) was NOT administered a standardized test.  NOT MET) 
 
3) Fitnessgram: No comparison can be made of current 7th graders to due to 
pending data. (Data Pending)  
 

Physical Fitness  
Areas Tested 

2012-13 
% 5th gr 
 Need to 
Improve 

2014-15 
% 7th gr.  
Need to 
Improve 

1- Aerobic Capacity  10.9 Pending 
2- Body Composition  8.7 Pending 
3- Abdominal Strength  N/Av Pending 
4- Trunk Extension Strength  N/Av Pending 
5- Upper Body Strength  N/Av Pending 
6- Flexibility  N/Av Pending 
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EXPECTED  
Annual 
Measurable 
Outcomes: 
  
(Metrics 
ONLY) 
 

4) The annual Academic Progress Index (API) 
will determine the school’s overall academic 
growth. 
 
5) The TITLE III Annual Measurable Achievement 
Objectives (AMAO) will determine language 
progress made by EL students based on the 
California English Language Development Test 
(CELDT) language assessments. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6) The state’s reclassification criteria will 
determine students who are eligible to be 
reclassified as per the San Diego Unified School 
District’s process.  
 
7) The Special Education Case Manager will 
determine the completion of IEP annual goals 
for all Special Education students. 
 

ACTUAL  
Annual 
Measurable 
Outcomes: 
 
(Metrics 
ONLY) 
 

 
4) The CA State Board of Education has not update API status. (PENDING STATE 
DECISION) 
 
5) EL students met the Title III AMAO 1, 2 and AMAO 3 (Math only, not ELA) The 
table below of CELDT Data 2013-14 indicates the following in meeting Annual 
Measurable Achievement Objectives (AMAO). (NOT MET for ELA) 

 
AMAO 1 (CELDT) – % ELs Making Annual Progress Learning English 

Target  = 59.0% Actual = 58.0% 

Met Target Yes 

AMAO 2a (-5 yrs.) & 2b (+5 yrs.) (CELDT): % ELs Attaining English 
Proficient/Advanced 

Target  = 22.8%/49.0% Actual = 26.4%/43.5 

Met Target Yes 

AMAO 3-(CST’s) Adequate Yearly Progress for ELs in ELA & Math 

ELA          44.7 % Math    56.9% 

Met % Proficient or Above? NO Met % Proficient or Above? YES 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6) The State Reclassification Criteria will determine if the 35 students (gr. 4-8) 
submitted to San Diego Unified School District for Reclassification in June 2015 
are actually reclassified. (RESULTS PENDING) 
 
7) The Special Education Case Manager will determine the completion of IEP 
annual goals for all Special Education students. (MET) 
 

PLANNED Actions/Services ACTUAL Actions/Services 

 Budgeted 
Expenditures 

 Estimated 
Actual Annual 
Expenditures 

1) PLANNED Actions for English Language Arts &Mathematics:  
 
1) All students (grades 3-8) including all student subgroups will 
be given the statewide assessment (CAASPP) in ELA& 
Mathematics and will show progress toward proficiency. 
 

 
$35,000 
LCFF Base 
Funding 
 
 

1) ACTUAL Actions for English Language Arts & Mathematics:    
 
1) All students & subgroups (3-8) WERE given the site-based 
and standards-based DataDirector assessment to determine 
progress toward proficiency from Sept. to May of this year 
since this was the first year for the statewide assessment 

0.00 
 
 
 
 
2..$588,025 
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INCLUDING Special Ed students who will show progress toward 
meeting their IEP goals. 
 
 
 
 
2) Instructional Aides in all classrooms will support instruction 
and student learning. 
 
3) Teachers will implement best teaching practices such as 
Gradual Release of Responsibility and Zone of Proximal 
Development to support student learning. 

 
4) Reading levels for every student K-8 will be determined in 
order to receive appropriate interventions. 
 
5) A Reading Specialist will model and support guided reading 
lessons in order that teachers will be able to support higher 
levels of students’ reading achievement.  
 
6) Testing strategies will be included in classroom instruction in 
preparation for CAASPP. 
 
7) All academic content areas will be available to all students, 
including student subgroups, at all grade levels. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
$504,820 
2100-00 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
$63,436 

(CAASPP) in EL A& Mathematics. This will be the BASELINE 
year to show progress for CAASPP. 
 
IEP annual goals for all Special Education students were 
monitored to determine progress in annual IEP meetings with 
parents. A summary report of all special education students 
indicating progress on IEP goals is NEEDED.  
 
2) Instructional Aides supported instruction and student 
learning in all classrooms. 
 
3) Almost all of the teachers implemented best teaching 
practices such as Gradual Release of Responsibility & Zone of 
Proximal Development as evidenced by teacher evaluations 
reported to director.  

 
4) Reading levels for every student K-8 were determined in 
order to receive appropriate interventions.  
 
5) A Reading Specialist modeled and supported guided 
reading lessons in order that teachers will be able to support 
higher levels of students’ reading achievement.  
 
6) Testing strategies were included in classroom instruction in 
preparation for CAASPP.  
 
7) All academic content areas were available to all students, 
 including student subgroups, at all grade levels.  

2100-00 
2100-01 
2100-65 
LCFF BASE 
Supplemental & 
Concentration 
funding 
3. 0.00 
4. 0.00 
5. $50,000 
1100-00 
LCFF BASE 
Supplemental & 
Concentration 
6. 0.00 
7. 0.00 

Scope of service School-wide  
 

Scope of service School-wide  

_X_ALL   OR:  __Low Income pupils __English Learners 
__Foster Youth __Redesignated fluent English proficient 
__Other Subgroups: (Specify)__________________ 

_X_ALL   OR:  __Low Income pupils __English Learners 
__Foster Youth __Redesignated fluent English proficient 
__Other Subgroups: (Specify)__________________ 
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2) PLANNED Actions for Science & History/Social Studies: 
   
1) Science: 100% of eligible grades 5 & 8 students (including all 
student subgroups) will be administered the statewide 
assessment (CST)  
and will show progress toward proficiency. 
 
2) History/Social Studies: 100% of eligible grade 8 students 
(including all student subgroups) will be administered the 
statewide assessment (CST) and will show progress toward 
proficiency.  
 
3) Teachers (Science & History) will implement best teaching 
practices such as Gradual Release of Responsibility and Zone of 
Proximal Development to support student learning.  
 
 
4) Reading levels for every student K-8 will be determined in 
order to receive appropriate interventions and relevant 
(Science & History) instructional materials at the reading levels. 
 
5) Instructional technology will be provided for all students to  
support student learning. 
 
6) All academic content areas will be available to all students, 
including student subgroups, in all grades. 

 
 

$0.00 
 
 
 
 

$0.00 
 
 

$0.00 
 
 
 
 

$0.00 
 
 
 

$35,000 
LCFF Base 
Funding 

2) ACTUAL Actions for Science & History/Social Studies: 
   
1) Science: The CST Science standardized assessment WAS  
administered to any of the grades 5 & 8 students (including all 
student subgroups). 
 
2) History/Social Studies:  The CST History standardized  
assessment WAS NOT administered to any of the grade 8 
 students (including all student subgroups). 
 
3) The Science & History Teachers  (Science & History) have 
started to implement best teaching practices such as Gradual 
Release of Responsibility and Zone of Proximal Development 
to support student learning as evidenced by teacher 
evaluations.  
 
4) Reading levels for every student K-8 WERE determined in  
order to receive appropriate interventions and relevant  
(Science & History) instructional materials at the reading levels. c  
 
5) Instructional technology WAS provided for all students to  
support student learning.  
 
6) All academic content areas WERE available to all students,  
including student subgroups, in all grades.  

1.0.00 
2.$0.00 
3.$0.00 
4.40,672 
Supplemental & 
Concentration  
4200-00 
5.$17,065 
Supplemental & 
Concentration  
4400-00 
6.0.00 

Scope of service School-wide  Scope of service School-wide  

X__ALL   OR:  __Low Income pupils __English Learners 
__Foster Youth __Redesignated fluent English proficient 
__Other Subgroups: (Specify)_____________________ 

X__ALL   OR:  __Low Income pupils __English Learners 
__Foster Youth __Redesignated fluent English proficient 
__Other Subgroups: (Specify)__________________ 
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3) PLANNED Actions for Physical Education (P.E.): 
 
1) Students in grade 5 and 7 will be given the FITNESSGRAM and 
show progress as per state requirement. 
 
 
2) All academic content areas will be available to all students, 
including student subgroups, at all grade levels. 

 
 
$0.00 
 
 
 
$.000 
 
 

3) ACTUAL Actions for Physical Education (P.E.) 
 
1) DATA results of the 7th grade students in 2014-15 compared 
to 2 years ago when they were in 5th grade WAS NOT 
POSSIBLE.  The PE test results are not available for 2012-13.  
 
2) All academic content areas WERE available to all students, 
including student subgroup, K-8  

 
1. 0.00 

2. 0.00 

Scope of service School-wide  Scope of Service School-wide  

X__ALL   OR:  __Low Income pupils __English Learners 
__Foster Youth __Redesignated fluent English proficient 
__Other Subgroups: (Specify)__________________ 

_X_ALL   OR:  __Low Income pupils __English Learners 
__Foster Youth __Redesignated fluent English proficient 
__Other Subgroups: (Specify)__________________ 
 

4) PLANNED Actions for Academic Performance Index:  
All students, including subgroups, will meet the annual API 
Growth Target as required by the CA State Board of Education. 

$0.00 4) ACTUAL Actions for Academic Performance Index (API):  
 
The API is not made available by State. 

$0.00 

5) PLANNED Actions for EL Proficiency Rates: 
 
1) EL students will advance at least one language proficiency 
level each year as per the CELDT/ELPAC. 
 
2) Instructional Aides will support EL students in classrooms. 
 
3) A NewComer Coordinator will pull-out students who have 
recently arrived to this country in order to support them with 
basic beginning English vocabulary. 
 
 
 
 
4) All teachers will use SDAIE and ELD instructional strategies to 
support EL students. 
 

 
 

$0.00 
 
 

$504,820 
2100-00 

 
$43,230 
2900-00 

5) ACTUAL Actions for EL Proficiency Rates: 
 
1) EL students WERE able to advance at least one language 
proficiency level each year as per the TITLE III assessment 
results in all areas except for English Language Arts.  
 
2) Instructional Aides SUPPORTED EL students in classrooms.  
 
3) A NewComer Coordinator PULLED-OUT students who had 
recently arrived to this country in order to support them with 
basic beginning English vocabulary.  A summary of record or 
daily schedule (as well as students names, grades & teachers) 
is needed as evidence of actions taken.  
 
4) ALMOST ALL teachers used SDAIE and ELD instructional 
strategies to support EL students but a RECORD of 
observations and feedback to teachers is NEEDED. 
 
 

 
 

1.0.00 
2.$588,025 
2100-00 
LCFF BASE 
3.$43,230 
2900-00 
Supplemental 
& 
Concentration 
Funding 
4.0.00 
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Scope of service School-wide  Scope of Service School-wide  

X__ALL   OR:  __Low Income pupils __English Learners 
__Foster Youth __Redesignated fluent English proficient 
__Other Subgroups: (Specify)__________________ 

X__ALL   OR:  __Low Income pupils __English Learners 
__Foster Youth __Redesignated fluent English proficient 
__Other Subgroups: (Specify)__________________ 
 

 

6) PLANNED Actions for EL Reclassification Rates: 
 
1) All EL students will be monitored and identified, if eligible, for 
Reclassification as Fluent English Proficient in the Spring of 
every year. 
 
2) Reclassification requires meeting the state’s criteria. 
 
3) All EL students will receive learning support from teachers 
and Instructional Aides in each classroom in a 1 on 1 setting or 
small group, using SDAIE and ELD instructional strategies. 
 

 
 
$0.00 
 
 
 
$0.00 
 
$1,352,874 
1100-00 
 

6) ACTUAL Actions for EL Reclassification Rates: 
 
1) All EL students WERE monitored and identified, if eligible, 
for Reclassification as Fluent English Proficient in the Spring of 
every year. 
 
2) Reclassification is currently PENDING SDUSD’s review of 
meeting the state’s reclassification criteria. 
 
3) All EL students RECIEVED learning support from teachers 
and Instructional Aides in each classroom in a 1 on 1 setting or 
small group, using SDAIE and ELD instructional strategies. A 
running record of observations of such actions NEEDS to be 
established.  
 

1.$0.00 
2.$0.00 
3.$1,131,797 
LCFF BASE 
1100-00 

Scope of service School-wide  Scope of Service School-wide  

__ALL   OR:  __Low Income pupils X__English Learners 
__Foster Youth _X_Redesignated fluent English proficient 
__Other Subgroups: (Specify)__________________ 

__ALL   OR:  __Low Income pupils _X_English Learners 
__Foster Youth _X_Redesignated fluent English proficient 
__Other Subgroups: (Specify)__________________ 
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What changes in actions, services, and expenditures will be 
made as a result of reviewing past progress and/or changes to 
goals? 
 
 
 
 

After reviewing data, it was determined that the following actions will be taken for next year:  
 
1) Use this year’s BASELINE scores from California Assessment of Student Performance 
Progress (CAASPP) standardized test results for grades 3-8 to determine Annual Measurement of 
Achievement Outcomes (AMAO) to show progress toward proficiency for the subsequent years.  
It should be noted that ICS will continue to use DataDirector assessments that are criterion-based 
for monitoring progress and modifying instruction. Recommendation made to modify Goal 1 to 
include:  “Percent of students scoring proficient according to the CAASPP will increase by 2%.” 
 
 2) The 5th & 7th grade Science teachers and the 8th grade History/Social Science teachers will 
administer the CST state standardized assessments in order to gather appropriate data for 
BASELINE and then recommend goal: “ Percent of students scoring proficient according to the 
CAASPP will increase by 2%.” 
 
3) The FITNESSGRAM assessment results will be recorded in order to make appropriate 
comparisons of 7th grade assessments to 2 previous years when 7th grade students were in the 5th 
grade. Recommend PE goal:  “Percent of students showing improvement in the 6 areas of physical 
fitness according to the FITNESSGRAM will increase by 2%.” 
 
4) Recommend goal for EL students: “At least 60% of ELS will make progress on the CELDT (AMAO 
1)”.   
 
5) Clear and specific expectations and informal or formal observations will be established for all 
teachers to monitor SDAIE and ELD instructional strategies used to support EL students with 
feedback to all teachers.  
 
6) Recommend that the NewComer Coordinator submit a summary of record or daily schedule (as 
well as students’ names, grades & teachers) as evidence of actions taken.  
 
7) Recommend:  Reclassification of ELs to Fluent English Proficient will increase by 2% .  
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Original GOAL from 
prior year LCAP:  

GOAL 2 

All teachers will participate in Professional Development on teaching and learning 
strategies, including CCSS ELA & ELD curriculum frameworks. 

Related State and/or Local Priorities: 1 X    
2    3    4    5    6    7    8   COE only:  9   10    
Local : Specify  Basic 

Goal Applies to: Schools: Iftin Charter School K-8 

Applicable Pupil Subgroups: All 

 
 
EXPECTED  
Annual 
Measurable 
Outcomes: 
  
(Metrics 
ONLY) 
 

1) Agendas and attendance lists will demonstrate 
that all teachers will participate in professional 
development on the implementation of Common 
Core State Standards for all core subjects.  
 
2) As evidenced by Agendas & Sign-In sheets, 
Professional Development will focus on best 
teaching practices such as:  

 Gradual Release of Responsibility 

 Zone of Proximal Development 

 RTI Process and Special Education 

 Professional Learning Communities (PLC’s) 

 EL Academic Content Knowledge Strategies 

 Learning Support/Strategies for EL students  

 ELD curriculum for English Language proficiency 

 
 
ACTUAL  
Annual 
Measurable 
Outcomes: 
 
(Metrics 
ONLY) 
 

1) Agendas and attendance lists demonstrated that 98% of teachers (not 
absent from school) participate in professional development on the 
implementation of Common Core State Standards for all core subjects. 
(MET) 
 
2) As evidenced by Agendas & Sign-In sheets, Professional Development 
focused on best teaching practices such as:  (MET) 

 Gradual Release of Responsibility 

 Zone of Proximal Development 

 RTI Process and Special Education 

 Professional Learning Communities (PLC’s) 

 EL Academic Content Knowledge Strategies 

 Learning Support/Strategies for EL students  

 ELD curriculum for English language proficiency 

PLANNED Actions/Services ACTUAL Actions/Services 

 Budgeted 
Expenditure

s 

 Estimated 
Actual Annual 
Expenditures 

1) All teachers will participate in professional development on the 
implementation of Common Core State Standards for all core 
subjects.  
 
2) Professional Development will focus on best teaching practices 
such as:  

 Gradual Release of Responsibility 

 Zone of Proximal Development 

 RTI Process and Special Education 

$35,000 
LCFF Base 
Funding 
 
 
 
$10,000 
LCFF Base 
Funding 
 

1) Most teachers (not absent from school) participated in 
professional development on the implementation of 
Common Core State Standards for all core subjects.  
 
2) Professional Development focused on best teaching 
practices as evidenced by agendas. The PD’s included:  

 Gradual Release of Responsibility 

 Zone of Proximal Development 

 RTI Process and Special Education 

1.$26,657 
LCFF BASE 
Supplemental 
& 
Concentration 
2.See above 
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 Professional Learning Communities (PLC’s) 

 EL students-Academic Content Knowledge Strategies 

 Learning Support/Strategies for EL students  

 ELD curriculum for English Language proficiency 

  Professional Learning Communities (PLC’s) 

 EL students-Academic Content Knowledge Strategies 

 Learning Support/Strategies for EL students 

 ELD curriculum for English language proficiency 

 
Scope of service School-wide  

 
Scope of service School-wide  

_X_ALL   OR:  __Low Income pupils __English Learners 
__Foster Youth __Redesignated fluent English proficient __Other 
Subgroups: (Specify)__________________ 

_X_ALL   OR:  __Low Income pupils __English Learners 
__Foster Youth __Redesignated fluent English proficient 
__Other Subgroups: (Specify)__________________ 

What changes in actions, services, and expenditures will be made as 
a result of reviewing past progress and/or changes to goals? 
 

All actions and services indicated a positive trend toward increasing teaching and learning 
practices which can be enhanced by: 
 
1) Site-based PEER COACHING MODEL to support all teachers in implementing best 
teaching practices reviewed in professional development. (Subject to budget constraints) 
 
2) Continuation of development of Pacing Guides for each grade level for clarity of focus of 
standards-based lessons. 
 
3) Continuation of PLCs concentrating on data analysis of grade level common 
assessments for the purpose of identifying instructional areas where students score well 
and other areas of need in order to share successful teaching practices and creating lesson 
plans to be followed by each grade level team. 
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Original GOAL from 
prior year LCAP:  

GOAL 3 

ICS will increase resources and opportunities to improve parent involvement in their 
child’s education. 

Related State and/or Local Priorities: 1   2    
3 X   4    5    6    7    8  COE only:  9   10   
Local : Specify  Basic 

Goal Applies to: Schools: Iftin Charter School K-8 

Applicable Pupil Subgroups: All 

EXPECTED  
Annual 
Measurable 
Outcomes: 
  
(Metrics 
ONLY) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1) Agendas, minutes and sign-in sheets will 
demonstrate that parents participate on the 
School Site Council (SSC), English Learners 
Advisory Council (ELAC) and/or a parent group. 
 
2) Sample copies of flyers sent home to parents 
will demonstrate school-home communication in 
English and/or Somali.  
 
3) Parent surveys will ensure parent feedback on 
school issues through surveys.  
 
4) Parent Sign-in sheets of conferences will be 
held for all parents during each trimester.  
 
5) Agendas and sign-in sheets will demonstrate 
Parent Meetings held the last Friday of each 
school month.   

ACTUAL  
Annual 
Measurable 
Outcomes: 
 
(Metrics 
ONLY) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1)  Agendas, minutes and sign-in sheets indicated that parents participate 
don the School Site Council (SSC), English Learners Advisory Council (ELAC) 
and/or a parent group. It should be note that the Friday morning Parent 
Groups is considered the ELAC. (MET) 
 
2) Sample copies of flyers sent to parents indicated that correspondence 
WAS communicated in English and/or Somali as evidenced by (MET) 
 
3) Sample copies of surveys demonstrated parent feedback on school issues. 
(MET) 
 
4) Parent Sign-in sheets demonstrated that conferences WERE held for all 
parents during each trimester as evidenced by (MET) 
 
5) Agendas and sign-in sheets demonstrated Parent Meetings held the last 
Friday of each school month . (MET) 
 
 

PLANNED Actions/Services ACTUAL Actions/Services 

 Budgeted 
Expenditures 

 Estimated 
Actual 
Annual 
Expenditures 

PLANNED Actions for Parent Involvement:  
 
1) Ensure that parents participate on the School Site Council 
(SSC), English Learners Advisory Council (ELAC) and/or a parent 
group. 
 

 
$5,000 
LCFF Base 
Funding 

 
 

ACTUAL Actions for Parent Involvement:    
 
1) ICS ensured that parents participated on the School Site 
Council (SSC), English Learners Advisory Council (ELAC) 
and/or a parent group.  
 

 
1.$0.00 
2.$500 
4300-00 
LCFF BASE 

3.$500  
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2) All parent correspondence will be communicated in English 
and/or Somali. 
 
3) Ensure parent feedback on school issues through surveys. 
 
4) Parent conferences will be held for all parents during each 
trimester. 
 
5) Parent Monthly Meetings will be held the last Friday of each 
school month. 

 
 

2) All parent correspondence WAS communicated in English 
and/or Somali.  
 
3) Parent feedback on school issues through surveys WAS 
accomplished.  
 
4) Parent conferences WERE held for all parents during each 
trimester.  
 
5) Parent Monthly Meetings WERE held the last Friday of 
each school month.  

4300-00 
LCFF BASE 
4.$0.00 
 
 
$0.00 

Scope of service School-wide  
 

Scope of service School-wide  

_X_ALL   OR:  __Low Income pupils __English Learners 
__Foster Youth __Redesignated fluent English proficient __Other 
Subgroups: (Specify)__________________ 

_X_ALL   OR:  __Low Income pupils __English Learners 
__Foster Youth __Redesignated fluent English proficient 
__Other Subgroups: (Specify)__________________ 

What changes in actions, services, and expenditures will be 
made as a result of reviewing past progress and/or changes to 
goals? 

Since all actions and services were accomplished within budget and such actions indicated a 
positive trend toward increasing parent participation, there were be no changes to this goal 
other than to refine the process and continue to encourage parent participation in all school 
activities. 
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Original GOAL from 
prior year LCAP:  

GOAL 4 

 

All grades K-8 will have increased access to technology to develop digital literacy skills. 
 

Related State and/or Local Priorities: 1 X   2    
3    4    5    6    7    8 X  COE only:  9   10   Local 
: Specify  Basic 

Goal Applies to: Schools: Iftin Charter School K-8 

Applicable Pupil Subgroups: All 

EXPECTED  
Annual 
Measurable 
Outcomes: 
  
(Metrics 
ONLY) 
 

1) The Computer Schedule will indicate that all 
students have access to the computer lab.  
 
2) The Computer Schedule will indicate that all 
students have access to Compass Learning Odyssey 
Program.  
 
3) The technology coordinator will provide on-going 
training for the implementation of the grade level 
digital skills set forth in ISTE for Students 
framework.   
 
4) All students K-8 will be assessed as to their grade 
level digital skills, using the ISTE framework.  

ACTUAL  
Annual 
Measurable 
Outcomes: 
 
(Metrics 
ONLY) 
 

1) The Computer Schedule indicated that all K-8 students had access to the 
computer lab. (MET) 
 
2) The Computer Schedule does not indicate that all students have access to 
Compass Learning Odyssey Program. (MET) 
 
3) Agendas & Sign-In Sheets were not provided indicating that the 
technology coordinator provided on-going training for the implementation of 
the grade level digital skills set forth in ISTE for Students framework.  
(NOT MET) 
 
4) Teachers’ Progress Charts were not provided indicating that all students 
were assessed as to their grade level digital skills, using the ISTE framework. 
(NOT MET) 

PLANNED Actions/Services ACTUAL Actions/Services 

 Budgeted 
Expenditure

s 

 Estimated 
Actual Annual 
Expenditures 

PLANNED Actions for Digital Literacy Skills:  
 
1) All students have access to the computer lab. 
 
2) All students have access to Compass Learning Odyssey Program. 
 
3) The technology coordinator will provide on-going training for 
the implementation of the grade level digital skills set forth in ISTE 
for Students framework. 
 
4) All students will be assessed as to their grade level digital skills, 

$10,000 
LCFF Base 
Funding 
 
$5,000 
LCFF Base 
Funding 
 
$25,000 
LCFF Base 
Funding 

1) ACTUAL Actions for Digital Literacy Skills:    
 
 1) All students had access to the computer lab.  
 
2) All students had access to Compass Learning Odyssey 
Program but there was no evidence provided.  
 
3) The technology coordinator did not provide on-going 
training for the implementation of the grade level digital 
skills set forth in ISTE for Students framework.  
 

 
1.$17,065 
Supplemental 
& 
Concentration  
4400-00 
2.$3640 
5810-00 
LCFF BASE 
3.$0.00 
4.0.00 
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using the ISTE framework.  
$35,575 
LCFF Base 
Funding 
 
 
 
 

4) All students were not assessed as to their grade level 
digital skills, using the ISTE framework. (NOT DONE 

Scope of service School-wide  
 

Scope of service School-wide  

_X_ALL   OR:  __Low Income pupils __English Learners 
__Foster Youth __Redesignated fluent English proficient __Other 
Subgroups: (Specify)__________________ 

X__ALL   OR:  __Low Income pupils __English Learners 
__Foster Youth __Redesignated fluent English proficient 
__Other Subgroups: (Specify)__________________ 

What changes in actions, services, and expenditures will be made 
as a result of reviewing past progress and/or changes to goals? 

Based on a review of the actions and services provided this last year, the following actions 
will be implemented next year: 
 
1) A Computer Schedule indicating times or lessons focusing on having access to Compass 
Learning Odyssey Program needs to be submitted to the director.   
     
2) Agendas & Sign-In Sheets indicating that the technology coordinator provided on-going 
training for the implementation of the grade level digital skills set forth in ISTE for Students 
framework need to be submitted to the director.  
 
3) Teachers’ Progress Charts indicating that all students were assessed as to their grade level 
digital skills, using the ISTE framework.  
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Original GOAL from 
prior year LCAP:  

GOAL 5 

Decrease absenteeism and suspensions by increasing counseling and health services to 
ensure student engagement, school connectedness and positive school culture. 

Related State and/or Local Priorities: 1   2 _  
3    4    5 X    6 X    7    8 _ COE only:  9   10   
Local : Specify  Basic 

Goal Applies to: Schools: Iftin Charter School K-8 

Applicable Pupil Subgroups: All 

Expected 
Annual 

Measurable 
Outcomes: 

 
 
 
 

 (Metrics 
ONLY) 

 

1) The School Calendar and Weekly Bulletins will demonstrate 
that Awards Assemblies were held.  
 
2) Agendas, Minutes and Attendance Sheets will demonstrate 
that the SARB (School Absenteeism Review Board) met.  
 
3) The Syllabus and Schedule for Character Development 
Awareness Program K-5 will indicate classes held.  
 
4) Agendas and Attendance Sheets will demonstrate that 
professional development on classroom management for all 
teachers was provided.  
 
5) Agendas, Minutes and Attendance Sheets will demonstrate 
that the “Discipline Panel” met and addressed specific issues.  

ACTUAL 
Annual 

Measurable 
Outcomes: 

 
 
 

(Metrics 
ONLY) 

 

1) The School Calendar and Weekly Bulletins demonstrated that 
Awards Assemblies were held. (MET) 
 
2) Agendas, Minutes and Attendance Sheets were not provided 
since the SARB was not established this year. (NOT MET) 
 
3) The Syllabus and Schedule for Character Development 
Awareness Program K-5 will indicate classes held. (MET) 
 
4) Agendas and Attendance Sheets will demonstrate that 
professional development on classroom management for all 
teachers was provided. (MET) 

 
5) Agendas, Minutes & Attendance Sheets were not provided. 
The “Discipline Panel” was not established this year. (NOT MET) 

PLANNED Actions/Services ACTUAL Actions/Services 

 Budgeted 
Expenditures 

 Estimated 
Actual Annual 
Expenditures 

PLANNED Actions for Positive School Culture:  
 
1) Awards Assemblies will recognize attendance positive 
behavior efforts. 
 
2) A SARB (School Absenteeism Review Board) comprised of 
staff members and parents of students who are frequently 
absent will meet to support better attendance. 
 

 
$5,000 
LCFF Base 
Funding 

 
$0.00 
 
 
 

ACTUAL Actions for Positive School Culture:  
 
1) Awards Assemblies recognized attendance positive behavior 
efforts.  
 
2) A SARB (School Absenteeism Review Board) comprised of  
staff members and parents of students who are frequently 
absent was not established this year.   
 

 
1.$500 
4300-00 
LCFF BASE 
2.$0.00 
3.$0.00 
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3) All teachers will promote the “Iftin Way” with its Motto. 
4) ICS’s Character Development Awareness Program will focus 
on different positive character traits.  
 
5) All teachers will receive professional development on 
classroom management. 
 
6) A Discipline Panel representing various stakeholders will 
meet to reach a decision as to consequences (suspensions, 
expulsions) to be imposed. 

$0.00 
$0.00 
 
 
$60,345 
5210-00 
 
 
$0.00 
 
 

3) All teachers promoted the “Iftin Way” policy with its Motto.  
4) ICS’s Character Development Awareness Program focused on 
different positive character traits.  
 
5) All teachers received professional development on classroom 
management.  
 
6) A Discipline Panel was not established this year.   

 
4.$0.00 
5.$26,657 
LCFF BASE 
6.$0.00 

Scope of service School-wide  
 

Scope of service School-wide  

X_ALL   OR:  __Low Income pupils __English Learners 
__Foster Youth __Redesignated fluent English proficient 
__Other Subgroups: (Specify)__________________ 

_X_ALL   OR:  __Low Income pupils __English Learners 
__Foster Youth __Redesignated fluent English proficient __Other 
Subgroups: (Specify)__________________ 

What changes in actions, services, and expenditures will be 
made as a result of reviewing past progress and/or changes 
to goals 

A review of this year’s past actions regarding Goal 5 indicate that the following actions for next 
year will focus on establishing the following:  
 
1) A SARB (School Absenteeism Review Board) will be created, comprised of staff members and 
parents of students who are frequently absent. The SARB members will create agendas, minutes 
and sign-in sheets. The director will assign a person responsible for overseeing this board.  
 
2) A Discipline Panel will be created, comprised of staff members and parents of students who 
are frequently absent. The SARB members will create agendas, minutes and sign-in sheets. The 
director will assign a person responsible for overseeing this panel.  
 
3) Recommendation that Goal 5 include: “Average Daily Attendance (ADA) rate will increase by 
0.2% of total population since our current ADA is 96.7%) 
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Original GOAL from 
prior year LCAP:  

GOAL 6 

 
Promote culturally-diverse student interactions with neighborhood schools through extra-
curricular activities. 

Related State and/or Local Priorities: 1  2    
3    4    5    6  X  7    8 X  COE only:  9   10   
Local : Specify  Basic 

Goal Applies to: Schools: Iftin Charter School K-8 

Applicable Pupil Subgroups: All 

EXPECTED 
Annual 

Measurable  
Outcomes: 

 
(Metrics 
ONLY) 

 
 

1) A calendar of scheduled events and lists of student 
participation will demonstrate participation in after-school 
activities with other schools.  
 
2) Student surveys will provide self-awareness regarding social 
interaction with culturally- diverse students. 



 
 

ACTUAL 
Annual 

Measurable  
Outcomes: 

 
(Metrics 
ONLY) 

 

 1) There were established after-school activities with other 
schools this year (Basketball). with a clear purpose of 
promoting student interactions with neighborhood schools.  
(MET) 


2) This element of the goal (self-awareness regarding social 
interaction with culturally-diverse students) was addressed this 
year through the Healthy Kids Survey. (Data Pending) 
 

PLANNED Actions/Services ACTUAL Actions/Services 

 Budgeted 
Expenditures 

 Estimated 
Actual 
Annual 
Expenditures 

1) Provide after-school basketball, volleyball, spelling bees, and 
computer classes to build school connectedness and allow 
opportunities to interact with students from other school. 
 
2) Student surveys will provide self-awareness regarding social 
interaction with culturally- diverse students. 

$15,000 
LCFF Base 
Funding 
 
$16,400 
LCFF Base 
Funding 
 
 
 

1) ICS did provide after-school basketball, to build school 
connectedness and allow opportunities to interact with 
students from other school. (gr. 6-8) 
 
2) ICS administered the Healthy Kids student surveys which 
includes elements regarding self-awareness and social 
interaction with culturally- diverse students. 
 

1.$0.00 
2.$0.00 

Scope of service School-wide  
 

Scope of service School-wide  

_X_ALL   OR:  __Low Income pupils __English Learners 
__Foster Youth __Redesignated fluent English proficient 
__Other Subgroups: (Specify)__________________ 

_X_ALL   OR:  __Low Income pupils __English Learners 
__Foster Youth __Redesignated fluent English proficient 
__Other Subgroups: (Specify)__________________ 
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What changes in actions, services, and expenditures will be 
made as a result of reviewing past progress and/or changes to 
goals? 

A review of our LCAP goals revealed that the following actions were not established this year 
and will be implemented next year: 
 
1) ICS will provide after-school basketball, volleyball, spelling bees, and computer classes to 
build school connectedness and allow opportunities to interact with students from other 
school. 
 
2) ICS will create student surveys regarding self-awareness regarding social interaction with 
culturally- diverse students. 
 
3) The director will assign a person responsible for overseeing these actions.  
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Original GOAL from 
prior year LCAP:  

GOAL 7 

ICS will provide safe, well-maintained facilities and a positive learning climate that support the 
academic, social emotional and physical needs of all students. 

Related State and/or Local Priorities: 
1 X   2   3   4    5   6 X   7    8  COE only:  
9   10   Local : Specify  Basic 

Goal Applies to: Schools: Iftin Charter School K-8 

Applicable Pupil Subgroups: All 

EXPECTED  
Annual 
Measurable 
Outcomes: 
  
(Metrics 
ONLY) 
 

1) A Facilities Checklist will be created by the Facilities 
Committee to conduct monthly inspections.  
 
2) A checklist of daily cleaning tasks to be conducted by 
custodial staff will be prepared and the Principal or 
Designee will inspect work accomplished. 
 
3) A schedule of monthly safety drills will demonstrate that 
all staff and students will adhere to the Iftin Safety Plan.  
 
4) Agendas and sign-in sheets will demonstrate that all  
staff members will be trained on the Safety Plan at the 
beginning of each year.  
 
5) The school master calendar and Weekly Bulletins will 
demonstrate that all students will participate in monthly 
safety, Fire and Earthquake drills.  
 
6) The course syllabus and daily schedule for Character 
Development K-5 will demonstrate that the classes were 
conducted.  

ACTUAL  
Annual 
Measurable 
Outcomes: 
 
(Metrics 
ONLY) 
 

 1) A Facilities Committee was not established this year. (NOT MET) 
 
 
2) A checklist including daily cleaning tasks to be conducted by 
custodial staff will be prepared and the Principal or Designee will 
inspect work accomplished. (MET) 
 
3) A schedule of monthly safety drills demonstrated that all staff 
and students adhere to the Iftin Safety Plan. (MET) 
 
4) Agendas and sign-in sheets demonstrated that all  
staff members will be trained on the Safety Plan at the beginning of 
each year. (MET) 
 
5) The school master calendar and Weekly Bulletins demonstrated 
that all students will participate in monthly safety, Fire and 
Earthquake drills. (MET) 
 
6) The course syllabus and daily schedule for Character 
Development K-5 will demonstrate that the classes were conducted. 
(MET for K-5; Undetermined for grades 6-8) 

PLANNED Actions/Services ACTUAL Actions/Services 

 Budgeted 
Expenditure

s 

 Estimated 
Actual Annual 
Expenditures 

1) Maintain a clean and safe facility by having the ICS Facilities Committee 
conduct monthly inspections to screen for safety hazards and clean 
environment. 
 

$2,500 
LCFF Base 
Funding 
 

1) A Facilities Committee conduct monthly 
inspections to screen for safety hazards and clean 
environment. A Facilities Committee was not 
established this year.  

$0.00 
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2) Daily cleaning conducted by custodial staff and inspected by the 
Principal or Designee. 
 
3) All staff and students will adhere to the Iftin Safety Plan 
 
 
4) All staff will be trained on the Safety Plan at the beginning of each year.  
 
5) All students will participate in monthly safety, Fire and Earthquake drills.  
 
6) ICS will create a positive school climate which encourages & prepares its 
students to accept the privileges & responsibilities of citizenship by 
focusing on character traits identified in the “Iftin Way” and other 
Character Development Programs.  

 
$55,000 
2200-00 
 
$0.00 
 
 
$0.00 
 
 
$0.00 
 
 
$0.00 

 
2) Daily cleaning was conducted by custodial staff 
and inspected by the Principal or Designee.  
 
3) All staff and students adhere to the Iftin Safety 
Plan as evidenced by scheduled monthly safety 
drills.  
 
4) All staff was trained on the Safety Plan at the 
beginning of each year.  
 
5) All students participated in monthly safety, Fire 
and Earthquake drills. 
 
6) ICS is continuing to create a positive school 
climate which encourages & prepares its students 
to accept the privileges & responsibilities of 
citizenship by focusing on character traits 
identified in the “Iftin Way” and other Character 
Development Programs.  

 
2.$51,314 
LCFF BASE 
2200-00 
 
3.$0.00 
4.$0.00 
5.$0.00 
6.$0.00 

Scope of service School-wide  
 

Scope of service School-wide  

_X_ALL   OR:  __Low Income pupils __English Learners 
__Foster Youth __Redesignated fluent English proficient __Other 
Subgroups: (Specify)__________________ 

X_ALL  OR: _Low Income pupils _English 
Learners_Foster Youth __Redesignated fluent 
English proficient _Other Subgroups: (Specify)____ 

Scope of service   Scope of service   

What changes in actions, services, and expenditures will be made as a 
result of reviewing past progress and/or changes to goals? 
 
 
 
 

Since two actions were not accomplished this past year for Goal 7, the following 
actions are planned for next year:  
 
1) Establish a Facilities Committee and have them create a Facilities Checklist so 
that they may conduct monthly inspections to screen for safety hazards and clean 
environment. 
 
2) ICS has a teacher and a character development program for K-5 but will need to 
clarify a specific and consistent character development program for grades 6-8 for 
next year.   
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Original GOAL from 
prior year LCAP:  

GOAL 8 

All students will have access to highly qualified teachers who are capable of implementing 
standards-aligned curricula essential for learning. 
 

Related State and/or Local Priorities:  
1 X   2    3    4    5    6    7    8  COE only:  
9   10   Local : Specify  Basic 

Goal Applies to: Schools: Iftin Charter School K-8 

Applicable Pupil Subgroups: All 

EXPECTED 
Annual 

Measurable 
Outcomes: 

 
(Metrics 

Only) 

1) The CA state credentialing information system will 
provide up-to-date credentialing status of all teachers. 
 
2) A course of study for the whole school will provide 
information that all students will have course access to a 
broad course of study that includes all subject areas taught by 
highly qualified teachers using a standards-aligned curricula. 

ACTUAL 
Annual 

Measurable 
Outcomes: 

 
(Metrics 

Only) 

1) The CA state credentialing information system provided 
up-to-date credentialing status of all teachers   (MET) 
 
2) A course of study for the whole school provided information 
that all students will have course access to a broad course of 
study that includes all subject areas taught by highly qualified 

teachers using a standards-aligned curricula. (MET) 

PLANNED Actions/Services ACTUAL Actions/Services 

 Budgeted 
Expenditures 

 Estimated 
Actual Annual 
Expenditures 

PLANNED Actions for Highly Qualified Teachers:   
 
1) All core teachers will be appropriately assigned based on a 
valid CA Teaching Credential with appropriate English 
learner authorization as per qualifications required by the CA 
Commission on Teaching Credentialing. 
 
2) The ICS Business Manager will annually review credential 
status.  
 
3) All students will have access to standards-aligned 
materials as well as any additional instructional materials 
which support our charter petition educational program. 
 
4) All instructional materials will be aligned to CA Common 
Core State Standards as well as our charter petition. 
5) All students will have course access to a broad course of 
study that includes all subject areas taught by highly qualified 

 
 
$1,352,874 
1100-00 
LCFF BASE 
 
 
$57,000 
2400-00 
LCFF BASE 
 
$120,417 
4100-4300-00 
LCFF BASE 
 
See above#3 
 
See above #1 

ACTUAL Actions for Highly Qualified Teachers:  
 
1) All core teachers were appropriately assigned based on a 
valid CA Teaching Credential with appropriate English learner 
authorization as per qualifications required by the CA 
Commission on Teaching Credentialing.  
 
2) The ICS Business Manager reviewed credential status. 
 
3) All students had access to standards-aligned materials as 
well as any additional instructional materials which support our 
charter petition educational program.   
 
4) All instructional materials will be aligned to CA Common 
Core State Standards as well as our charter petition. 
 
5) All students will have course access to a broad course of 
study that includes all subject areas taught by highly qualified 

 
1.$1,131,797 
LCFF BASE  
1100-00 
2.$57,000 
2400-00 
LCFF BASE 
3.$44,077 
4100-00 
$88,485 
4200-00 
$31,010 
4300-00 
LCFF BASE 
See above#3 
 
See above #1 
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teachers using a standards-aligned curricula. teachers using a standards-aligned curricula.  

Scope of service School-wide  
 

Scope of service School-wide  

_X_ALL   OR:  __Low Income pupils __English Learners 
__Foster Youth __Redesignated fluent English proficient 
__Other Subgroups: (Specify)__________________ 

_X_ALL   OR:  __Low Income pupils __English Learners 
__Foster Youth __Redesignated fluent English proficient 
__Other Subgroups: (Specify)__________________ 

What changes in actions, services, and expenditures will be 
made as a result of reviewing past progress and/or changes 
to goals? 

All actions and services were met for this goal.  No changes will be made at this time.  
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Section 3: Use of Supplemental and Concentration Grant Funds and Proportionality 

 
A. In the box below, identify the amount of funds in the LCAP year calculated on the basis of the number and concentration of low income, 

foster youth and English learner pupils as determined pursuant to 5 CCR 15496(a)(5). 

 

Describe how the LEA is expending these funds in the LCAP year.  Include a description of, and justification for, the use of any funds in a 

districtwide, schoolwide, countywide, or charterwide manner as specified in 5 CCR 15496. .  For school districts with below 55 percent of 

enrollment of unduplicated pupils in the district or below 40 percent of enrollment of unduplicated pupils at a school site in the LCAP 

year, when using supplemental and concentration funds in a districtwide or schoolwide manner, the school district must additionally 

describe how the services provided are the most effective use of funds to meet the district’s goals for unduplicated pupils in the state 

and any local priority areas. (See 5 CCR 15496(b) for guidance.) 

Total amount of Supplemental and Concentration grant funds 
calculated: 

$___234,226________________ 

Using Iftin’s Minimum Proportionality in 2014-15 is $234,226; 2015-16 is $525,667; 2016-17 is $638,652. 
 
Closing the gap due to equalization: 
2014-15 supplemental funding ranges from  $248-$279 per ADA (COLA driven) 
2015-16 may be inflated by approximately 9% from 34% to 25% ($26,468) 
2016-17 is anticipated to reduce proportionately to reduction in taxes received 
 
            2014-15 Unduplicated significant pupil subgroups: 

Low Income 477 students 100% 

African American  425 students 89% 

Hispanic 17 students 3.5 % 

White 24 students 5% 

Foster Youth 5 students 1% 

Special Education 33 students 6.9 % 

ELD 379 students 8% 

 
 
 (Attendance %= 96.7 for P1 of 2014-15) 

B.    In the box below, identify the percentage by which services for unduplicated pupils must be increased or improved as compared to the 
services provided to all pupils in the LCAP year as calculated pursuant to 5 CCR 15496(a). 
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Consistent with the requirements of 5 CCR 15496, demonstrate how the services provided in the LCAP year for low income pupils, foster 
youth, and English learners provide for increased or improved services for these pupils in proportion to the increase in funding provided 
for such pupils in that year as calculated pursuant to 5 CCR 15496(a)(7). An LEA shall describe how the proportionality percentage is met 
using a quantitative and/or qualitative description of the increased and/or improved services for unduplicated pupils as compared to the 
services provided to all pupils. 

 
 

Iftin Charter School has approximately 89% Somali students.  These students are included in the school’s unduplicated pupils as this sub-
group did not achieve its AYP target growth rate.  Collectively low income, foster youth and English learner pupils students’ 
supplemental LCAP funds of $234,226In 2014-15.  Annual fund increases are based on anticipated enrollment growth of 5%.  School-
wide, proficiency levels are under the state averages for California. The following services provided are the most effective use of funds 
to meet the district’s goals for unduplicated pupils in the state priority areas:  
 

7.30 % 

 
 

1)   Additional site-based supplemental instruction 
2)  Flexibility to provide additional tutoring in areas of greatest     
need.  
3)   Professional development for certificated staff  
4)   Instructional intervention support 
5)  Stipends for EL / CELDT  
 

6) Nat’l Geographic curriculum  
7) Odyssey Software curriculum 
8) Reading Mastery (Accelerated Reader)   
9) Leveled Reading Books   
10) Increased technology hardware-laptops, printers, etc. 
 

 
The school-wide increase of supplemental classes I English and math, as well as an increase of available tutoring funds for all students, is 
anticipated to increase proficiencies in all subgroups and school-wide, as measured by the local assessment data, until such a time as statewide 
data is available.  For unduplicated students, additional funds will be made available for one-on-one tutoring as identified by benchmark 
assessments. 
 
Services considered included: SPED training for Educational Specialist and IA’s, school visitations, administrative trainings, and facilities?  
The Minimum Proportionality Percentage is 7.3%.  Schoolwide support classes and tutoring funds will be increased.  After school sports activities 
to serve students and provide opportunities for students to interact with other culturally-diverse students, the budget an allocation will increase 
by 5% annually.  This represents an increase of over $145 per year per unduplicated student in excess of all students of the school. 
 
In the box below, identify the amount of funds in the LCAP year calculated on the basis of the number and concentration of low income, foster 
youth, and English learner pupils as determined pursuant to 5 CCR 15496(a)(5).  
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Describe how the LEA is expending these funds in the LCAP year. Include a description of, and justification for, the use of any funds in a 
districtwide, schoolwide, countywide, or charterwide manner as specified in 5 CCR 15496.  

For school districts with below 55 percent of enrollment of unduplicated pupils in the district or below 40 percent of enrollment of unduplicated 

pupils at a schoolsite in the LCAP year, when using supplemental and concentration funds in a districtwide or schoolwide manner, the school 

district must additionally describe how the services provided are the most effective use of funds to meet the district’s goals for unduplicated 

pupils in the state and any local priority areas. (See 5 CCR 15496(b) for guidance 

NOTE: Authority cited: Sections 42238.07 and 52064, Education Code. Reference: Sections 2574, 2575, 42238.01, 42238.02, 42238.03, 42238.07, 

47605, 47605.5, 47606.5, 48926, 52052, 52060-52077, and 64001, Education Code; 20 U.S.C. Section 6LOCAL CONTROL AND ACCOUNTABILITY  
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PLAN AND ANNUAL UPDATE APPENDIX 

 

For the purposes of completing the LCAP in reference to the state priorities under Education Code sections 52060 and 52066, the following shall 
apply: 

(a)“Chronic absenteeism rate” shall be calculated as follows: 

(1) The number of pupils with a primary, secondary, or short-term enrollment during the academic year (July 1 – June 30) who are 
chronically absent where “chronic absentee” means a pupil who is absent 10 percent or more of the schooldays in the school year 
when the total number of days a pupil is absent is divided by the total number of days the pupil is enrolled and school was actually 
taught in the total number of days the pupil is enrolled and school was actually taught in the regular day schools of the district, 
exclusive of Saturdays and Sundays. 

(2) The unduplicated count of pupils with a primary, secondary, or short-term enrollment during the academic year (July 1 – June 30). 

(3) Divide (1) by (2). 

(b)“Middle School dropout rate” shall be calculated as set forth in California Code of Regulations, title 5, section 1039.1. 

(c)“High school dropout rate” shall be calculated as follows:  

(1) The number of cohort members who dropout by the end of year 4 in the cohort where “cohort” is defined as the number of first-
time grade 9 pupils in year 1 (starting cohort) plus pupils who transfer in, minus pupils who transfer out, emigrate, or die during 
school years 1, 2, 3, and 4. 

(2) The total number of cohort members. 

(3) Divide (1) by (2). 

(d) “High school graduation rate” shall be calculated as follows: 

(1) The number of cohort members who earned a regular high school diploma [or earned an adult education high school diploma or 
passed the California High School Proficiency Exam] by the end of year 4 in the cohort where “cohort” is defined as the number of 
first-time grade 9 pupils in year 1 (starting cohort) plus pupils who transfer in, minus pupils who transfer out, emigrate, or die during 
school years 1, 2, 3, and 4. 
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(2) The total number of cohort members. 

(3) Divide (1) by (2). 

(e) “Suspension rate” shall be calculated as follows: 

(1) The unduplicated count of pupils involved in one or more incidents for which the pupil was suspended during the academic year (July 
1 – June 30). 

(2) The unduplicated count of pupils with a primary, secondary, or short-term enrollment during the academic year (July 1 – June 30). 

(3) Divide (1) by (2). 

(f) “Expulsion rate” shall be calculated as follows: 

(1) The unduplicated count of pupils involved in one or more incidents for which the pupil was expelled during the academic year (July 1 
– June 30). 

(2) The unduplicated count of pupils with a primary, secondary, or short-term enrollment during the academic year (July 1 – June 30). 

(3) Divide (1) by (2). 
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